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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1. 1 EXPERIMENT PURPOSE
The NASA Communications and Tracking ( CAT) Relay Experiment is
designed to provide an operational duplex communication and tracking data
relay between an orbiting Apollo Applications spacecraft and established
ground stations via a geostationary satellite repeater. This experiment
will make extensive use of proven flight equipment, existing ground stations
and the Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) "F" spacecraft as a signal
relay.
The major objectives of the CAT Relay Experiment are to demonstrate
the following spacecraft technological capabilities:
1. Synchronous altitude data relay ability to supplant the mobile and
certain fixed stations of the MSFN.
2. Adequacy of the data relay to provide simplex transmission of com-
mercial quality television signals from the spacecraft.
3. Ability of a data relay system to maintain continuous ground contact
with low altitude orbiting vehicles, regardless of their spatial
location.
4. Enhancement of spacecraft communications during critical mission
phases such as abort maneuvers, high inclination orbits, and recov-
ery operations.
The success and experience derived from this Experiment is expected to
establish a sound basis for more complex data relay satellite systems of the
future. In fact, a properly instrumented network of synchronous relay
satellites and rapport stations could provide complete data acquisition and
orbit tracking fur a wide range of simultaneous missions (manned and un-
manned space research and applications vehicles) with significantly increased
capabilities and potentially fewer ground stations than presently practical.
1. 2 PROGRAM SCOPE
The objective of the Communications and Tracking Relay Experiment
Study program is to define a system using the ATS-F as a duplex relay
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between a low orbiting Apollo Applications spacecraft and the Mojave Ground
Station. The program is to include a feasibility demonstration of the CAT
Relay System design, identification of the requirements for all three terminals
required for the Experiment, analysis of the operating data transmission
modes and the tracking and acquisition procedures.
The data transmission modes to be analyzed include duplex voice, telem-
etry and ranging and simplex downlink monochrome television transmission.
The major focus of the program is to be directed to the evaluation of trade-
offs in the television relay link in order to provide detailed definition of the
requirements for this link. The feasibility demonstration is to consist of a
laboratory simulation of the television/voice mode of operation. The speci-
fication and installation of the CAT Relay equipment in the Apollo Applications
spacecraft is also to be given significant attention.
The experimental nature of the final system operation is to be kept in
mind throughout the design in order to arrive at a reasonable compromise
between economy and probable mission success.
1. 3 PROGRAM RESULTS
Motorola has designed a versatile Communications and Tracking
Relay System with a variety of data relay capabilities.
	 The more
important features of the recommended basic CAT Relay Sys±em are:
The majority of the flight equipment traces to space qualified designs
including an all solid state 11 watt transmitter.
A line quality television transmission downlink using wideband FM
deviation and including a simultaneous high quality voice link.
Ranging turnaround versatility for Mark I or ATSR systems with high
instrumental accuracy.
Duplex USBE telemetry and voice transmission capability.
Deployable 10 foot antenna on the orbiting spacecraft which can open-
loop track the ATS-F.
Duplex back-up voice transmission for any spacecraft attitude using
omni-antennas.
Configuration versatility which allows addition of link services or
increased link margins with minor impact on the basic system.
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Estimated flight equipment weight of 238 pounds and 177 watts prime
power consumption.
• Easy conversion of the downlink system for color television transmission.
• Sufficient television link margin to obtain useable video after significant
unforseen link degradation.
Motorola has successfully demonstrated a laboratory simulation of the
television/ voice downlink mode including color transmission. Detailed link
analyses have been completed which show the recommended system has 0. 9
db margin for simultaneous worst case parameters. A conceptual instal-
lation plan has been developed which locates the flight equipment most advan-
tageously aboard the Apollo Applications Cluster workshr.p. Details of the
flight equipment portion of the recommended basic system have been com-
pleted including preliminary component specifications. Definition of the
ATS-F and ATS Ground Station performance requirements is also complete.
1. 4 REPORT OUTLINE
This final report details the system design and analysis, laboratory
testing, and the recommended basic CAT Relay system design which was
performed by Motorola during the CAT Relay Experiment Study Program.
The report begins with a summary of the Experiment fundamentals (Section
2) which were assumed, calculated and NASA defined. Based upon these
fundamentals, the system design analysis and laboratory simulation test
results are presented. The basic CAT Relay System recommendations
(Section 6) are then determined and detailed from the analysis, test results
and equipment tradeoff studies. The availabie alternatives to the basic
System design are defined, the metric tracking accuracy analysis presented
and the laboratory demonstrations summarized to complete the report and
the identification of the tasks performed on this study contract.
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SECTION II
2. EXPERIMENT FUNDAMENTALS
2.1 TERMINAL DESCRIPTION
The principle terminals selected for the present CAT Relay Experiment
design are ( 1) the Mojave Applications Technology Satellite (i.TS) Ground
station, ( 2) the ATS-F Satellite, and ( 3) an Apollo Applications Cluster
(AAC) spacecraft. The ATS-F spacecraft provides simultaneous crossband
frequency translation and relay of the ground-to-Cluster and Cluster-to-
ground signals. The Mojave Station will always be within sight of the ATS-F
and has been designated by NASA to be customized as necessary for the CAT
Relay Experiment. An overland communication link from Mojave to the near-
by Goldstone MSFN station will be provided for the USBE baseband format
generation and detection capability for the experiment. The Apollo Mission
Control Center at Houston ( MCC-H) will be connected to these ground stations
via the MSFiv. The AAC spacecraft can be either the Saturn IVB Workshop
or the backup Workshop spacecraft. The Experiment concept as described
herein is also applicable to the Saturn V Workshop.
These principle terminals are shown in foreshortened proximity in
Figure 2-1. The major characteristics of these terminals are indicated
in Figure 2-1, however, significantly more detail on the capability and
equipment at each terminal is given elsewhere throughout this report. The
10 foot parabolic reflector on the AAC is not part of the basic AAC equip-
rnent but has been added in order to perform the CAT Relay Experiment.
2.2 SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
A 265-mile circular AAC orbit at 28. 9 degrees inclination has been de-
fined as the AAC orbit 2. 1 for the basis of the Relay Experiment design.
During Relay Experiment exercises, the AAC is assumed to be positioned
with the CSM toward the north, the solar panels always sun-oriented, and
the Cluster at right angles to the orbital plane. The ATS-F will be positioned
in geostationary orbit and is expected to be withi, simultaneous antenna view
of both Rosman and Mojave ATS Stations. This bounds the probable ATS-F
location to between 50 oW and 148 0 W which are used as the assumed ATS-F
locations throughout the remainder of this report. The ATS-F X-band antenna
is assumed to remain fixed on the equator while the ATS-F 30-foot, electro-
mechanically-steered, S-Land antenna is ground commanded to track the
AAC orbit. Concurrently, the antenna aboard the AAC will be ground coni-
manded to track the ATS-F.
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The resulting spatial relationships of the principal terminals is shown
by Figure 2-2. The S-band tracking capability of the ATS-F is restricted to
a 15 degree cone by the present ATS-F specification 2. 2 as shown in Figure
2-2. The X-band link uses a 20 0 conical beamwidth antenna for ground to
ATS-F communication which covers the entire earth without P'iS-F beam
steering as shown. If the common plane that includes the ATS-F and the
AAC orbit is examined as in Figure 2-3, the geometry and AAC range
extremes can be demonstrated. These relationships are also shown in Figure
2-4 as visibility contours along with visibility contours from some of the
MSFN Stationb.
It should be pointed out that the restricted 15 0 visibility cone is peculiar
to the ATS-F beam steering restraints. The CAT Relay System is operable
over the virtual horizon cone of coverage if adequate link margins are availa-
ble. A different synchronous relay satellite such as a phased array data re-
lay could possibly provide relay capability to obtain beam steering to the
virtual horizon.
2.3 AAC ORBIT DYNAMICS
The relative patio dynamics between the Cluster and ATS-F were computed
considering the ATS-F to be geostationary and the orbit of the AAC as 426 r -n
altitude circular with 28. 9 degrees inclination. The AAC period for this
orbit is 93. 1 minutes and the AAC attitude was assumed to always be sun
oriented. Table 2-1 is a printout of an orbit yielding some of the highest
d y namics and includes data inside a 18. 5 o ATS-F visibility cone. After con-
sidering all possible orbits, the maximum orbit dynamics as summarized
it Table 2-2 have been determined and utilized for the CAT Relay design.
-lie ATS-F to Mojave Gro...J Statio-.i l ink has no orbital dynamics because
the ATS-F i s geostationary and the X-band antenna is assumed to always
be boresighted on the equator. The variation in range parameters with ATS-F
location is listed in Table 2-3.
2.4 OPERATING MODES
Tiic: CAT Reiay uplir.k signal transmission services and frequencies are
sh-Dwn in Figure 2-5 and the downlink services in Figure 2-6. Additionally
uplink and downlink Back-Up Voice modes using omni-antennas and carrier
PM transmission is available. The ATS-F/ATS Ground Station frequencies
are ^er.tative assignments. The coherent AAC/ATS-F links will operate at
approximately- SGLS channel 10 ( 1800/2?47. 8 MHz) with phase modulated
carriers and the standard SGLS 256/205 turn-around frequency ratio. Since
the lower frequency uplink is specified 2 ' 2 as 1800. 0 MHz ±100 Hz, the
nominal dow.ili.nk `requency will therefore be defined as 2247. 8049 MFiz.
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Obviously all services cannot be used simultaneously, so the operating
modes given in Table 2-4 have been selected for the Experiment. Downlink
services are restricted to either PM or FM carrier modulation and are not
available simultaneously. Operating mode requirements for services identical
to the USBS are identically defined.
Table 2-2. Orbit. Dynamics ATS-F to AAC S-Band Link
18. 5 o
 Conical	 150 Conical
Parameter	 Coverage	 Coverage
AAC Period	 93. 1 minutes
Range
Maximum 270 460 mi (44, 123 km) 24, 182 mi ( 38, 910 km)
Minimum 22, 024 mi (35, 437 km) 22, 024 mi ( 35, 437 km)
Variation in Path Loss 1.9 db 0. 8 db
Maximum Velocity +7220 meters/sec +6560 meters/sec
Maximum Acceleration 9. 142 meters/sec/sec 9. 142 meters/sec/sec
Maximum Doppler
2250 MHz +54.1 kHz +49. 2 kHz
1800 MHz +43.4 kHz +39.4 kHz
Maximum Doppler Rate
2250 MHz 68.5 Hz/sec 68. 5 Hz/sec
1800 MHz 55.0 Hz/ sec 55.0 Hz/sec
Tracking Angles
Azimuth
Total Control Required 3600 3600
Maximum Control per
Pass 08.9 08. 7
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Table 2-2. Orbit Dynarnics ATS-F to AAC S-Band Link (cont)
Parameter
18. 5 0
 Conical
Coverage
150 Conical
Coverage
Maximum AAC Slew Rate 0.0060/sec 0.0060/sec
Elevation
Total Control Required +5.20 +5. 20
Maximum Control per
Pass 9.10 8.40
Maximum AAC Slew
Rate 0.0060/sec 0. 006 
0
/ sec
AAC Orbit Visibility 54.5%+ 31.4%
51 minutes 29. 2 minutes
At 17.40 cone intercept with the far orbit (tangent to earth horizon).
Assumes AAC is fixed on the sun, and r-f contact with ATS-F on every
pass of the AAC.
Table 2-3. ATS-F to Mojave Ground Station Range
X-Band Link
Geostationary Longitude
(Antenna Boresight) 050W 1170W 1480W
Nominal Range
Statute Miles 25, 584 23, 132 23, 784
Kilometers 41, 165 37, 220 38, 269
Variation in Path Loss +0. 9 db 0 +0. 2 db
Pointing Angle 8. 62 0 5. 68 0 7. 110
20 0 X- Band Antenna
Pointing Loss
Assuming Equatorial
Boresight 2. 23 db 0.97 db 1. 52 db
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SECTION III
3. SYSTEM DESIGN
With the establishment of the Experiment requirements in Section 2, the
CAT Relay System downlink and uplink r-f t ransniissiun path details can be
estimated and the USBE format mode performance examined using the
estimated links. The television/voice FM link design is discussed first since
it constrains inuch of the required CAT Relay equipment.
3.1 TELEVISION/VOICE DOWNLINK MODE
3 y-n FM Mode 1 operation requires the transmission of commercial
TV	 (Figure 3-1 format) from the AAC to the ATS ground station using the
ATS-F as a radio relay repeater. From the ATS ground station, the demod-
ulated video %vill probably have nationwide distribution over national television
transmission networks or be recorded on video tape for later distribution.
The television transmission must be accomplished without using excessive
AAC r-f power and by using existing equipment designs wherever possible.
As a final result of the transmission, the video image must he of reasonably
good quality.
T\\o identical television systems are planned aboard the AAC which will
provide video signals for the experimental relay to the ground. These are the
AAP Cluster TV System and the Apollo Telescope :Mount (ATM) closed circuit
television system. Both systems are assumed to conform to Figure 3-1 in
format.
3. 1. 1 TV Transmission Requirements
Angle modulation becomes a logical choice for the modulation format upon
consideration of some system constraints. The most salient reasons for the
choice of angle modulation are the non-linear power amplifiers and the trans-
mitter power limitations. Consideration was given to the possible use of phase
modulation, frequency modulation, or some combination (pre-emphasized FM).
The PM approach was discarded because available PM coherent detectors are
limited to about +1. 5 radians peals deviation which limits the strong signal im-
provenient possible. Also, the phase lock loop detector does not permit low fre-
quency modulation -- a must for commercial TV. The choice then becomes one
of using eithe r FM with or without pre-emphasis. In considering the -haracter
of the noise aensity near the expected above threshold operating point and the de-
sired SNR versus frequency, there is no significant advantage in the use of
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pre-emphasis for this system above threshold. However, it is anticipated
that TV transmissiun may be condu, ted below the ground receiver threshold
due to unexpected link degradation or by design. The design decision on the
use of pre-emphasis will therefore be deferred until the results of the demon-
stration survey are presented in paragrapl- 10. Z.
In order to adequately define the requirements which the video channel
must meet, a search of the available literature \\as performed. There is a
great deal of literature on this subiect (for example, references 3. L, 3. 3,
and 3. 4); ho\\ever , the information \\as not in general found to be directly
applicable to the CAT Relay Experiment. For example, noise interference
tests were typically conducted ,with a 4 MHz band\\ idth  \\ ith either additive
flat Gaussian noise or over an actual vestigial side band broadcast link. The
transmission system \\-hich is being designed, an FM system near threshold,
will have non-flat and non-Gaussian noise -- the majority of interference
being impulsive in character. Also, a system design goal will be to narro\\
the
 bandwidth to about L MHz for link conservation in contrast to the usual
ommercial systems \\Ill ( it utilize bandwidths in excess of 4 MHz. A second
system goal is to avoid transmission of the do component of the TV video.
Generally, the outcome of past studies were not conclusive, nor
did they agree with Motorola's laboratory experience along this line. Other
requirements for FM systems (references 3. 5, 3. 6, and 3. 7) exist for
distortionless and essentially noiseless radio relay repeater purposes as used
on the national network distribution system such as the TD-Z, TH, and TJ
relays of the Bell System. Because the AAC-ATS-ATS Ground is an end
link, the r-f power is limited and no color transmission requirements must
be met (not usually the case for radio relay repeaters), thus the usual com-
mercial requirements as comr-nonly stated are unnecessarily stringent. In
short, the available literature was not found to be usaole, and it \vas obvious
that to ameliorate this problem some laboratory work would be needed to
define the video requirements empirically.
The necessary requirements to assure reasonable video transmission
\which ,vill be considered are received signal-to-noise ratio, link bandwidth,
and link non-linearities. The signal-to-noise (SNR) usually associated with
commercial television is quite satisfactory for viewing and will be duplicated
if economically reasonable. For TV SNR measurement the signal is measured
on a peak-to-peak basis from white peak to sync pulse tip. The noise is
measured using a weighting filter network or in the demodulator post-detection
bandwidth using an rms meter. The resulting SNR is known as peak-to-peak
signal to weighted rms noise (SNRW) when measured with the weighting filter
or as peak-to-peak/rms SNR (also rms/rms SNR) \when measured in the full
post-detection bandwidth. Noise weighting consists of measuring the received
noise with a standard monochrome low pass filter network 3. 8 and has the
3-3
effect of weighting the high frequency noise in a manner similar to the human
eye. Thus, weighted SNR improvements are more directly related to humanly
perceptible increase in picture quality.
The r-f noise bandwidth is assumed fixed at20MHr.. This originalprograiii
constraint provides the starting point for the system design. As it turns out.
20 MHz bandwidth is a reasonable choice and reduction of this bandwidth does
not provide any SNR advantage. A few comments on the video signal char-
acteristics are in order. First, the video spectral density has the majority
of the energy within the lower 500 kHz of bandwidth as shown in Figure 3-23. 9
Secondly, the estimated probability density function for the composite video
(Figure 3-3), shows that the peak-to-peak voltage is only achieved a very
small percent of the time. The ramification of these two considerations
is to allow a higher peak frequency deviation than would otherwise be allowed
because the over-load only occurs infrequently and therefore does not cause
prohibitive distortion. The addition of the sound subcarrier is assumed to
not increase the video distortion beyond tolerable limits. A conservative
tolerable limit is about 2 db linearity compression 3, 7 . This assun •,ption is
shown to be valid from laboratory tests. The effect of the sound subcarrier
on the main carrier is calculated to be less than 0. 1 db and may be ignored.
The drift in the transmitter oscillator will be specified as ^ 100 ppm con-
sistent with the expected Motorola Wideband Transmitter stability performance.
The total downlink FM frequency uncertainty is estimated as follo« s:
Transmitter oscillator	 =	 +225 kHz
Carrier doppler	 =	 + 45 kHz
ATS-F frequency translation - 4 5 kHz
Unallocated tolerance	 =	 450 kHz
Total p-p uncertainty	 1000 kHz
The maximum frequency deviation can now be calculated using Carson's Rule
BW if - 2f b  - fu
of =
where f1) = 500 kHz, the maximum baseband modulation frequency of
important e.
f = 1 MHz, the total uncertainty (p-p),
u
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Q,
0
BW if - 20 MHz
then J f = 9 MHz
Using this value for peak frequency deviation, the post detection signal-to-
noise ratio can be found for a near threshold condition. The 1 db threshold is
a: Sumed to be 9 db. The SNR is:
'	 B 
S	 /N	 - n 02^ (C NP)
fIF (above threshold)
r»isp-P
	 f.r	 T
For	 Af = 9 MHz peak deviation
D = threshold degradation (0. 5 db)
BW IF
	20 MHz (predetection bandwidth)
f  = 2 MHz (postdetection bandwidth)
CNR = 10 db in the i-f bandwidth
Then S p-p/N r m s = 43.4 db
Thus within these assumed constraints, a « , eighted signal-to-noise ratio
(SNRW) of 50. 5 db can be obtained by further assuming that the ATS ground
station demodulator has a SNR characteristic identical to Figure 3-4. By jumping
ahead and reviewin p, the results of the quality survey from the demonstration
(Table 10- 1), it is apparent that 50. 5 db is a high qualit y
 signal which about 60°,0
of the viewers would rate as excellent in quality (per Figure 10-2 definition).
In order to conserve link r-f power, it appears reasonable to also inves"
gate the link performance using a threshold extension demodulator (TED) in
the ATS ground station. This TED is assumed to have a 6 db threshold and
the relative SNR characteristic given in Figure 3-5 as such units are
available from several suppliers. By dropping the potential opera-
ting point to 7 db CNR , the resulting SNR becomes 40 cb unweighted and
approximately 47. 5 db weighted (SNRW). Again referring to the Table 10-1
survey results, it is estimated that R5o7c of the viewers would consider this a
fine/ excellent picture. Actual. observations from the laboratory system would
indicate that the picture quality may be better than extrapolated from Table
10-1 since operation of the TED is above threshold and thus impulsive or
click noise will not be so evident.
The net conclusion of the modulation analysis and laboratory testing is
to design the CAT Relay Systein for a worst case minimum picture quality
of 47. 5 db SNRW with a design goal of 50. 5 db SNRW or better picture qual-
ity for at least 5O°0 of the Experiment transmission time. The corresponding
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downlink carrier to noise density requirements are 80 db-Hz and 83 db-Hi
respectively. The use of video pre-emphasis is not required for the Ex-
periment since it does not perceptibly improve nionochrome television
quality above threshold. The value of pre-emphasis below threshold is
evaluated in parag,eaph 10.2. Pre-emphasis enhances the higher frequency
	 t
SNR and is usually only used in color television t ransn ission where sig-
nificant color subcarrier energy exists up to 4. 2 Mlir,, and therefore SNR
iniprovement of the color subcarrier can be obtained.
3. 1..'_ Crew Voice Transmission Requirements
The crew voice channel being transmitted along with the video also requires
analysis and definition. T, ast IRE studies 3. 3 have indicated that the general
public will be much more satisfied with a poor video image and good sound
than the inverse situation. For this reason alone, the voice channel should
be fairly good. Using the design approach defined herein to transmit the voice
channel, the video channel suffers only about 0. 1 db degradation to provide
more than 50 db peak signal to rms noise in the 3 kHz voice channel. Since
the voice channel quality is more critically important on a subjective basis,
the cost of providing a good voice channel appears to be an excellent bargain.
The crew voice channel pre-detection noise bandwidth was assumed to be
100 kHz partly for convenience and partly because the commercial broadcast
systems use 100 kHz. The subcarrier frequency was selected to be 4. 5 MHz
also because of convenience and because it provides satisfactory performan(e.
A criterion of above threshold operation %%as considered necessary for the
voice channel. T'.ie 1 db threshold is assumed to be 10 db CNR in the 100 kHz
pre-detection bandwidth (i.e. SCNR = 10 db, subcarrier rms to noise rms).
Now the required deviation of the main carrier can be determined.
f `	 BW
SCNR = 3 f 3 cf 	 3	 (CNR) IF
	 D F
U	 I.
Where	 D	 threshold degradation ( I ci..,)
SCNR = CNR - 10 db
fU = upper band frequency (4. 55 MHz)
	
f l	lower band frequency (4. 45 MHz)
BW IF = 20 MHz predetection bandwidth
2(f 
U
3
- f IJ 3 ) D
Then	 J 
t c	 3 BW
IF
.If  = 402 kli:,.
c
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The required deviation for the assumed operation is 402 kH>: peak. As
pointed out previously, this peak deviation increases the probability of over-
load in the receiver but not sufficiently to degrade the demodulated video.
The reduction of the main carrier is liven by 20 log J o ( 085) - 0. 08 db which4.
is an insignificant amount.
The detected voice channel can have the low pass filter at any point after
the detector. The post detection bandwidth has been selected as 3 kHz. The
frequency uncertainty of the subcarrier consistr. of:
Subcarrier tolerance (+0. 2°'c) _ +9.0 kHz
Doppler shift	 = +0. 2 kHz
Unallocated	 5. 6 kliz
Total subcarrier uncertainty = 24.0 kHz
Then pf = BW SIF- Zfv - f su
s	 2
where
v
isu
BW SIF
and	 Ofs
3 kHz, the maximum voice frequency,
24 kHz, the total subcarrier uncertainty (p-p)
100 kHz
35 kHz.
For a 3 kHz lo-,, - pass, the post detection peak signal to noise rms is:
2	 BWSpeak	 3dfs	 SIFN	 =	 2	 (SC NR)	 f
rms	 f	 v
v
SCNR = 10 db
Of = 35 kHz subcarrier Fe,, ' deviation
s
f = 3 kHz post detection bandwidth
v
BWSIF = 100 kliz predetection band,,%,idth
5
peak/ rms
N	 = 51. 4 db
Subsequent laboratory system evaluation of `he voice/video SNR tradeoff
(Figure 4-12) indicates a significant improvement can be made in the voice
link (about 13 db) by increasing the subcarrier deviation to 1 MHz peak. At
the same time, the video SNR degradation is only U. 5 db. Thus, the recal-
culated Spk/Nrms at 1 MHz peak deviation of the carrier is 59. 4 db.
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3. 1. 3 Design Summary
The recommended CAT Relay design parameters as a result of the
analysis and evaluation of particular laboratory systen-, test results are
listed in Table 3-1. These parameters may 'lie revised b^, equipment and
operational constraints.
Ta)Ie 3-1. CAT Relay- E''xperiment Design Parameters
TV/I(-re,,,,- Voice Link
TV T ransmission
Video Format	 EIA RS- 170
Modulation Method	 FM
Pre-Emphasis	 None
Predetection Bandxidth	 20 MHz
Transmitter Frequency Stability 	 ! D J ppn-i
Carrier Deviation	 F 9 MHz peak
Post Detection Bandwidth	 2 MHz
Demodulator Threshold	 o db CNR
Worst Case Operation
Operating CNR	 7 cib
Post ')etection SNRW	 47. 5 db p-p/rms
Downlink Carrier to Noise
Density Ratio	 80 db-Hz
Operation Goal for 50 0; of the Transmission
Operating CNR	 10 db minimum
Pest Detection SNRW
	
50. 5 db p-p/rms
Downlink Carrier to Noise
Density Ratio	 83 db-Hz	 b
Transfer Linearity - Compression at
Operating Point	 2 db maximum
I
Table 3-1. CAT Relay Experiment Design Parameters
TV/Crew Voice Link (cont)
Crew Voice Transmission
FM Subcarrier Frequency
Predetection Bandwidth
Subcarrier Frequency Stability
Carrier Deviation
Subcarrier CNR
Subcarrier Deviation
Post Detection Band%,,idth
Post Detection SNR
3.2 R - F TRANSMISSION
4. 5 MHz
100 kHz
+0. 2Q1c
+1 MHz peak
18 db
+35 kHz peak
3 kHz
59.4 db pk/rms
The CAT Relay Experiment involves four major r-f transmission paths -
to and from the ATS- F and AAC, and to and from ATS- F and the ATS Ground
Station. Two operating mode bandwidths are required - vide (6 to 40 MHz)
and narrow (less than 500 kHz). Since the transmission of the TV/voice
downlink presents the demanding link design, it will be analyzed in detail in
this section along with the wideband uplink requirements. The narrowband
back-up voice links will be analyzed in the next section. The following
analyses are based upon the recommended basic system discussed in Section 6.
3.2. 1 `4'ideband Do« : nlink Design
The AAC to ATS-F and ATS-F to ATS Ground link characteristics are
summarized in Table 3-2 for the 15' ATS- F conical coverage described in
paragraph 2. 2. The ATS-F to ATS Ground link parameters are derived from
references 3. 10 and 3. 11 and Section 2 fundamentals. The all-parameters-
worst-case carrier to noise density ratio for the ATS-F to ground section of
the downlink is 89. 3 db-Hz and is a basic limitation on the downlink TV
quality possible. The tolerance values are estimated and result in an all-best-
case density of 94. 3 db-Hz.
Table 3-2 lists the AAC to A'TS-F' link characteristics based upon an 11
watt ( 10. 4 DBW) S-band transmitter and a 10 foot parabolic antenna ( 34 db
gain at the feed). Circuit losses assumed are s. mmarized in Section 5.
The estimated all-parameters-worst-case AAC to ATS-F link carrier to
noise density ratio is 81. 7 db-Hz and could be as high as 91.8 db-Hz for best
case. Figure 3-6 graphically illustrates the net increase required in the
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AAC to ATS-F link in order to obtain received CNR improvement at the ATS
Ground Station. In order to obtain 10 db minimum CNR at the ground, the
AAC to ATS-F link must be increased by l . 7 to 2. 6 db over the «orst case
level of 81. 7 db-Hz.
3. 2. 2 Wideband Uplink Design
The ATS Ground Station to ATS-F and ATS-F to AAC link characteristics
are summarized in Table 3-3 for the 15 0 ATS-F conical coverage. ATS
Ground to ATS-F is again the strongest link as determined from references
3. 10 and 3. 11 providing 90. 9 to 104. 8 db-Hz assuming up to 5 KW is avail-
able at the Ground Station. The ATS- F to AAC is based upon the 10 foot para-
bolic reflector on the AAC and a 5. 5 db NF S-band preamplifier. The esti-
mated all-parameters-worst-case ATS-F to AAC link carrier to noise density
ratio is 78. 2 db-Ilz increasing to 88. 2 db-Hz for all best case. Figure 3-7
shows the increase in ATS-F to AAC link requirements for increasing theo-erall
link density. The limiting factor in this link is the strong signal noise
figure increase of the SGLS Receiver (see paragraph -l. 5 for discussion).
3.2. 3 Uplink Summary
The wideband link calculations have 3p I lviously been estimated by Laughlin
and Heffernan 3. 12 and Pickard , et at	 but without as mach detailed infor-
ination. Table 3-4 is compiled to allow easy con-parison of all these estimates.
3.3 BACK-UP VOICE MODES
It is very desirable to have back-up voice transmission and reception
capability for emergency use. This capability would b, even more attractive
if it could be implemented with spherical o ►nni antenna coverage on the AAC
so the links could be used when the AAC assumes any attitude or is tumbling.
However, providing spherical antenna patterns from the AAC is a very diffi-
cult design problem involving proper phasing of more than one AAC omni-
antenna or some other solution in order to eliminate all "blind" areas created
by vehicle shadowing. The design of simultaneous spherical omni antenna
coverage is not considered to be within the scope of this program. In lieu of
this coverage, the CAT Relay Experiment has been designed with two switch-
able omni-antennas, 180 o
 apart on the AAC, in order to allow experimental
check out of the low antenna gain links and provide the basis for a future
emergency link design which might include spherical antenna patterns. The
onini-antennas assumed for the experiment provide a minimum of 1 db of
gain over 50% of a sphere and are described in more detail in paragraph 6. 2.
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The most efficient emergency voice transmission has been assumed to be
the USBS Back-Up Voice mode of operation. The mode involves the following
pa ramete rs: 3. 13
Frequency response
	 300 to 2300 Hr
Pre-emphasis	 6 db/octave
Clippin g level	 24 db
Carrier phase deviation	 1.2  radians
Predetection noise bandwidth 	 7010 Hr. +680 Hr.
Predetection SNR required
	 1.27 db
Post detection bandwidth	 200 to 2500 Hz
Post detection noise bandwidth	 160 to 3000 Hz
Post detection SNR for 70%
	 4 db
lntelliglbllit`'
Table 3-5 is the downlink parameter surrnmary using this mode of operation
from the AAC to the ATS Ground Station through the ATS-F. The ATS-F to
ground link is unchanged from that presented in Table 3-2 and is therefore
not repeated. It can be seen that for simultaneous all-worst-case conditions,
this lint: would apparently have 1. 5 db margin and could provide as high as
14.5 db margin at some portions of the AAC orbital pass. The Motorola
recommended basic CAT Rela y
 System detailed in Section 6 includes the
capability for this downlink back-up voice mode (DOWN PM MODE 7).
The provision of an operational uplink back-up voice mode is not as
easily provided. The basic CAT Relay System is not envisioned to carry
uplink carrier riiodulation below the 30 kHz up-voice channel. The nar-ow-
hand tracking loops on the ATS-F uplink receiver and the AAC uplink
receiver will track out a significant portion of the voice spectrum if phase
modulated directly on the uplink carrier. In the interest of evaluating a
potential uplink back-up voice operating mode (UP MODE 9), the proper
modifications to the ATS-F and AAC receivers have been assumed and the
expected link parameters given in Table 3-6. The link analysis as shown
indicates that marginal capability would he encountered for all-worst-case
lint: tolerances. This fact, in addition to the narrow receiver bandwidth
problem cited earlier, leads us to conclude that this operating link should
be studied in more detail in the next CAT Relay grog-am phase and adequate
link, performance and equipment changes defined at that time for uplink
back-up voice capability.
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3.4 USBE MODES
The r-maining operating modes in Table 2-4 are ATS-R Tracking Modes
and services identicaL to the present USBE-CSM caparility. The ATS-R
modes are discussed in sufficient detail in Section 9. The USBE modes have
been defined identical to the present system. 3. 14 . Based oil 	 total uplink
and downlink carrier-to-noise density ratios calculated in Tables 3-2 and
3-3, the «orst case operating margins for these modes are calculated in
Tables 3-7 and 3-8. All service on these nod^s are calculated to have at
least a 10 db margin for simultaneous viorst case parameters. The USBE
all service modes selected for use (UP MODE 6 and DOWN PM MODE 4)
probably represent the worst case operating conditions as far as link
marginality is concerned. It is therefore possible (if desired) to provide
additional CAT Relay operating modes using different combinations of Up-
Voice, Up-Data and PRN on the uplink or Crew Voice, 51.2 Kbps Data, and
PRN on the downlink with adequate operating margins. The intermixing of
ATS-R tones and USBE services in the same operating mode has not been
considered.
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SECTION IV
4. LABORATORY TEST PROGRAM
The transmission of real time television video (Down FM Modes 1 and 2)
downlink is the most demanding CAT Relay operational mode from the stand-
points of ERP, design analysis and evaluation and equipment performance.
Therefore, the major program focus has been spent on the TV transmission
link. In order to assist in this design, a laboratory simulation of available
Motorola equipments was constructed early in this program with the following
objectives:
Provide demonstration capability to document the feasibility of trans-
mitting monochrome commercial format television picture signals
simultaneous with crew voice from an Apollo Applications Cluster
vehicle through a synchronous relay to a ground station using presently
available space qualif'ed equipment wherever possible.
Aid the completion of the Experiment system design by evaluating
tradeoffs on an empirical operating basis.
3. Assemble test data for significant components of the final system
design to provide information for an overall system specification as
well as inputs for subsystem specifications.
4. Conduct statis,icat surveys on the value of the TV picture expected to
be received at the ATS ground station as a function of SNR and signal
predistortion.
5. Provide evaluation of the changes requ i red to upgrade the recommended
system for color TV transmission.
The laboratory simulation was purposely restricted to the capability to
transmit and receive Down FM Modes 1 and 2 and did not include USBE for-
mat or ATSR signal processing. The results of the formal demonstrations and
opinion surveys will be discussed in Section 10. This section will discuss the
most significant test data extracted from the laboratory simulation system.
A more complete report on the tF st results is given in reference 4. 1.
4-1
4. 1 TEST SYSTEM
In order to get the most realistic data possible, the laboratory equipment
was patterned after the actual CAT Relay Experiment recommended design
(see Section t) as far as is practical within the confines of the laboratory.
Three notable exceptions ,^ere made, however, (1) no antennas were included,
i. e. the r-f links -,-,ere hard-,Nired,,ith attenuators to simulate path loss,
(2) the ATS-F relay repeater subsystem ,^as simulated %without frequency
translation but including a diode limiter and bandpass filter and (3) pro-
vision was made for variation of practically all parameter variations to
allow system optimization.
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are simplified block diagrams of the two FM labora-
tory test systems. These systems are characterized by the use of the Motorola
Wideband Telemetry Transmitter (Figure 4-1) and SGLS Transmitter (Figure
4-2), both of which are space qualified. A detailed block diagram of the com-
posite laboratory test/demonstration equipment is recorded in Figure 4-3
and «as
	
oriented as sho-N\n in Figure 4-4. Details of the test units are
covered in references 4. 1 and 4. 2 and the Wideband Telemetry Transmitter
is discussed in Section 6.
The Motorola Quasar 	 sets were used to obtain live video pro-
gramming in both monochrome and color for system evaluation. In addition,
a CCTV system and monitors Were used, all systems consisting of commer-
cial 525 line, RS-170 video format (see Figure 3-1). The hlutorola Wideband
Receiver post detection bandwidth was set at 10 MHz for all tests and indi-
vidual 3-pole, Butter ,,\ orth- LPF switched in and out of the system for band-
width control. A standard monochrome noise weighting network 4. 3 and a
standard pre-emphasis network4' 4 were used for all tests.
Two general characteristics of video systems ,\ere initially measured
using just the CCTV vidicon camera fed directly into a monochrome monitor
(800 line horizontal resolution) while transmitting the standard RETMA test
pattern. Figure 4-5A sho p\ s the measured monochrome spectrum and Figure
4-513 the relationship between horizontal resolution of the TV picture and the
baseband bandwidth of the video transmission system.
4.2 WIDEBAND TRANSMITTER SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
4.2. 1 Measured Transfer Characteristics
The baseband to baseband frequency response of the Wideband Trans-
mitter System (Figures 4-1 and 4-3) is reproduced as Figure 4-t,. The
Registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
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frequency response is flat within 3 db from 37 Hz to 8 MHz. The high fre-
quency curoif points when using the separate 3-pole, LP-fitters are also
indicated.	 r
Several other system transfer functions were measured and are included
in the follwxirg illustrations. System operating constants are listed on each
and the worst case nominal operating point for the recommended system is
labeled.
Figure 4-7. V%ltage transfer function, modulator input to demodulated
output.
L. Figure 4-8. Receivzr threshold characteristic, i. e. , post detection
SNR as a function of predetection C'NR. :.Mainly a function of the re-
ceiver threshold characteristic. Very close to theoretical calculated
p erformance. Equivalent worst case operation is somewhat arbitrary
since recommended system uses a threshold extension demodulator and
7 db CNR will be nominal worst case.
3. Figure 4-9. Post detection SNR improve:r.ent as a function of post
detection (baseband) bandwidth. The observed results are not as
spectacular as indicated because of the loss of horizontal resolution
as the bandwidth is decreased (see Figures 4-513 and 4-17) thereby
smearing picture under obsErvation. The 15 db unweighted cha-acter-
istic is very close to theoretical (9 db/octave slope) improvement.
4. Figure 4-10. Audio channel frequency response. Voice quality with
940 Hz bandwidth and decent SNR is very intelligible.
:. Figure 4- 11. Subcarrier demodutator threshold characteristic.
Approximate equivalent worst case operation is somewhat arbitrary
since recommended system uses a threshold extension carrier demodu-
lator and 100 kHz subcarrier predetection bandwidth. The measured
data being 4 db below theoretical calculations has not been satisfactorily
accounted for as yet, hov-ever, more than adequate voice link quality
was obtained with the laboratory system. The measured 500 Hz tone
distortion was 4. 9% at Z. 7 kHz post detection bandwidth.
6. Figure 4- 12. 'The tradeoff of voice-video charnel SNR for fixed -video
deviation is plotted. Actually 6. 5 db voice SNR improvement could be
obtained at the expense of about 1. 5 db in video SNR.
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4. 2. 2 Measured Picture Quality
Photographs are presented in Figures 4- 13 thru 4- It, u hich represent the
received picture q jality for 13 db to -1 db C \R demodulated in a standard 10
db threshold FM receiver. Ali photographs «ere taken a ith Polaroid type
P\55 film at a speed of 1 /10 second and shutter setting of f4. i. Several
observations are pertinent.
1	 Experience has shown that the photographs appear less noisy than
actual observed TV pictures due to film exposu: e time of more than
one fran-!e and therefore noise integration sakes place.
2. The click noise present belo%. FM threshold is significantly more
obiectionable than Gaussian nose above threshold for measured
equivalent post detection SNR
3. At 10 db C\R, noise lust becomeZ perceptible in the picture and no:
objectionable, being very difficult to detect at reasonable viewing
distances.
1. The recommended system «ill operate at 7 db C_NR v orst case u-ith a
threshold extension demodulator (t; db threshold). This is very nearly
equivalent to the q uality obtained on the laboratory system at 9 db C\R
,
-vith a standard F\1 demodulator.
The results of picture quality surveys as related to these pictu re S!\
ratios is given in para g raph 10. 2. With pre-er.:phasis/de-eiz,pho.sis, only
the video signal is emphasized. The transmitter deviation v.ith pre-emphasis
is set to the same rrrs deviation as the nonemphasized case. Although about
3 to Y db improvement in S\R can be achieved .xith emphasis above thresh-
o1d 4 - 5 . the Motoroia survey (Table 10 -2i indicated mixed viewer reac-
tion on its effectiveness both about • and belo%,, threshold.	 -
The effects of narro«banciing the post detection circuitry at strong signal
is aresented in Figure -;-IT. One MHz video is still palatable. ho-,ti-ever 500
kHz TV is really objectional. The 2250 AIHz modulated carrier spectrum Stith
live TV programming and as a function of emphasis is recorded in Figure 4 -18
for future reference. A relatively crude grou p delay distortion ge nerator ,Las
assembled and used to evaluate tolerable distortion at rf for a monochrome
F \1 'Link. In general, it as determined that 80 r. oseconds p-p (composite
linear, parabolic and ripple distortions) additional link group delay distortion
over the 20 \111z rf band^iidth «-onld cause the horizontal sync pulses to phase
invert and thus loss horizontal sync. This uas the immediate and most
pronounced picture deg.aciation.
4-1x
Figure 4-13
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C/N = 13 db
A Fvideo = 9 MHz pk
G Faudio = 1 MHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpos t = 2 MHz
No Pre-Emphasis
C/N = 13 db
d Fvideo = 3.92 MHz RMS
4L Faudio = 1 MHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
BW post = 2 MHz
With Pre-Emphasis,
De-Emphasis
C/N = 10 db
A Fvideo = 9 MHz pk
t Faudio = 1. MHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
Bw post	 2 MHz
No Emphasis
Figure 4-14
4-21)
C/N = 10 db
A Fvideo = 3.92 MHz RMS
A F audio = 1 MHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpost = 2 MHz
With Pre-Emphasis,
Pe-Emphasis
C/N = 7 db
A Fvideo = 9 MHz pk
AF audio  = 1 MHz pk
Bwpre = 20 MHz
BWpost == 2 Mflz
No Pre-Emphasis
Figure 4-15
-4-LI
C/N = 7 db
A Fvideo = 3.92 MHz RMS
A Faudio - 1 MHz pk
BWp1e = 20 MHz
BWpost = 2 MHz
With Pre-Emphasis,
De-Emphasis
C/N = 4 db
d Fvideo	 9 MHz pk
A Faudio = 1 LSHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpost = 2 MHz
No Pie-Emphasis
C/N = 4 db
AF 
video 	 3.92 MHz RMS
AF	 =
audio	 1 MHz pk
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpost	 2 MHz
With Pre-Emphasis,
De-Emphasis
Figure 4-16
4_>>
C/N = 20 db
A Fvideo = 9 MHz
Ll Faudio = 1 :MHz
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpost = 1 MHz
No Pre-Emphasis
C/N = 2 db
A Fvideo = 9 MHz
AF 
audio  = 1 MHz
BWpre = 20 MHz
BWpost = 0.5 MHz
No Pre-Emphasis
Figure 4-17
NARROW BAND POST DETECTION E7 FRC'TS
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Figure 4-18
TYPICAL S-BAND FM SPECTRUM
-4 --14
A Fvideo	 9 MHz pk
A Faudio - 1 MHz pk
No Pre-Emphasis
Spectrum Width = 10 MHz/CM
2247.5 M}1z
A Fvideo = 3.92 MHz RMS
C Faudio	 1 MHz pk
With Pre-Emphasis
Spectrum Width = 10 MHz/CM
2247.5 MHz
4. 2. 3 W'ideband Transmitter System Summary
The demonstrated system design parameters as listed in Table 4-1
definitely provide an acceptable quality experimental TV and voice trans-
mission link based on observation during this program. Operation vv ith the
alternate design parameters utilizing a threshold extension demodulator (not
demonstratable on this program) should provide only slightly inferior picture
quality because the operating point is still above the receiver threshold. The
follovv-ing recommendations are also considered pertinent to the final Relay
Experiment Configura*io.l.
1. The TV picture still contains significant technical value at up to 0 db
(CNR) beLovv- receiver threshold. The voice link is still intelligible at
this level also with 1 kHz band%,iidth. This provides a significant level of
"last resort' margin in the system.
2. The use of emphasis should be made crew selectable at the trans-
mitting and ground station terminals for further experiment evalua-
tion.
3. Provisions for selectable video and voice post detection bandwidths
should be made available at the ground station for us(-r evaluation
nurposes during the Experiment. This vriLl allow optimum link recep-
tion if the received CNR drops below the design limit due to unexpected
degradation after launch.
4. Predetection bandwidths of 20 MHz and 30 MHz should be -nade availa-
ble at the ground station for user evaluation purposes during the
Experiment. The 30 MHz option will allo y, elimination of channel
limiting or overloading which has been seen infrequently on extremely
bright objects when emphasis is used.
5. Since relatively roisy video signals may have to be detected, a sync
stripper retiEneration and do restorer unit is recommended for the
ground station to clean up the sync even though the video is noisy.
A sno«-y picture can be explained and accounted for, hovvever, a
rolling, srr,wy picture is of no value.
4.3 SGLS TRANSMITTER SYSTEM TEST I:ESULTS
Nearly all of the ( haracterizations of TV picture quality made with the
Wideband Transmitter system are applicable to this system. SGLS Ti ans-
mitter system trans fer characteristics are significantly different, hovrever,
and v;ere measured separately (Figure 4-2 and -1-3 equipment).
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Table 4-1. CAT Relay TV/Audio Link Operating Parameters
Carrier Link
Carrier Frequency
Frequency Stability
Bandwidth Frequency Response
(Overall)
RF Noise Bandwidth
Peak Frequency Deviation
(Video and Subcarrier)
Deviation Linearity
Received CNR at Demodulator
Envelope Delay Distortion
Pre-emphasis
Audio Subcarrier
Frequency
Frequency Stability
Baseband Frequency Response
(Overall)
RF Noise Bandwidth
Peak Frequency Deviation
Deviation Linearity
2253 MHz
+0. 010% maximum
-3 db maximum at 40 Hz
+1 db maximum, i00 Hz to 1 ,VlHz
3 db maximum at 2 MHz
Monotonic fall off above 2 MHz
Optional 4 MHz ( 3 db) bandwidth
20 +0. 5 MHz ( 3 db)
+9. 9 MHz minimum
10% p-p maximum at +10 MHz
deviation
10 db design goal minimum in
rf noise bandit idth for 50 0/c of
transmission
7 db worst case minimum ( TED
in ground station`
1J0 nsec p-p maximum in rf
noise bandwidth with no
discontinuities
+50 nsec maximum over 20 Hz
to 2 MHz baseband
Optional, 3. 92 MHz RMS video
deviation with pre-emphasis
4. 5 MHz
+0. 2% maximum
-3 db ma:.imum, 50 Hz to 1. 8
kHz
100 kHz minimum (3 db)
+45 kHz minimum
5% p-p maximum at +45 kHz
deviation
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Table 4 -I. CAT Relay TV/Audio Link Operating Parameters (cont)
Carrier Deviation,	 +900 kHz
CNR at Demodulator	 10 db maximum in rf noise
bandwidth
Pre-emphasis	 Not required
Te lev i sion System
Chrominance
Vertical Rate
Horizontal Rate
Scanning
Synchronization Signal Waveform
Aspect Ratio
Resolution
Weighted SNR (p-p/ rms)
at grou ► _d station
Monochrome
60 Hz
15. 75 kHz
2:1 positive interlace, 525 lines
per frame
EIA Standard RS- 170
4:3
212 lines horizontal (2 MHz
post detection bandwidth)
425 lines horizontal (4 MHz
post detection bandwidth)
50. 5 db a.t 10 db CNR goal,
2 MHz post detection bandwidth
47. 5 dL at 7 db CNR with TED,
2 MHz post detection band, idth
a
i1
ti
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Figure 4-19. Overall frequency response. .Low frequency- response
anomaly was not investigated. Sound subcarrier has to be increased
10 db to get Wideband system equivalent performance. Modulation band-
width is much narrower.
2. Figure 4-20. System voltage Transfer function. Less linear with
overload than Wideband system.
3. Figure 4-21. Voice channel post detection SNR characteristic. Inferior
to Wideband system.
It shouid be sufficient to say that even though the SGLS transmitter with
an external 70 MHz FM modulator does a very adequate job in transmitting
monochrome TV, the deficiencies relative to the Wideband Transmitter far
outweigh any advantages. The disadvantages for use in the CAT Relay Experi-
ment can be listed as follows:
Requires expensive TWT Amplifier to obtain equivalent or excessive
r  power.
2. Stable, high-deviation, frequency modulator (about 70. 5 MHz center
frequency) is not available as a qualified existing design.
3. Narrower premodulation band%%idth precludes potential updating for
color transmission and presently makes additional amplification of
the voice subcarrier (4. 5 MHz) necessary.
4. ATSR 5 MHz side tone unbalance is greater than 560 MHz phase
modulator to be used with Wideband Transmitter. This causes
appreciable range rate error ( see paragraph 9. 1. 1. 2). 5 MHz tone
also must be amplified prior to modulation on the downlink.
The SGLS Transmitter was originally considered when it appeared that
4 watts might be adequate for the TV link or for the back-up voice mode
through the omni antennas. Since both of these suppositions have prover.
false,the SGLS Transmitter has been abandoned for consideration on the
CAT Relay Experiment.
4.4 TRANSMISSION OF COLOR TELEVISION
Sufficient interest was expressed in upgrading the recommended CAT
Relay FM link for color transmission that an evaluation was performed with
the Wideband Transmitter laboratory test system. In summary, the following
changes to the recommended system would be required.
4-28
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M
I . Increase the post detection band« irlth to 4 MHz to pass the video color
information (approximately 1. 5 to 4. 5 MHz in the baseband soectrum).
2. Increase the composite down:ink received C/N density ratio to 86 db-
Hz for an acceptable quality color link ,+-ith a standard 9 d') threshold
FM demodulator or to 89 db-Hz for an excellent quality link. No
estimate is made for the threshold extension demodulator case.
ti. Operate the link ti-ith pre- emphasis/de- emphasis circuits all the
time.
4. impose differential gain and phase specifications on the link compati-
ble v,-ith commercial microwa::e relay links. The performance of the
demonstration link in 'these areas is considered to be totally- adequate,
hov.-ever, the additionally required unit (i.e. TWT. ATS-F , etc. )
distortions are not accounted for.
5. Restrict the total link group delay distortion budget to not more than
10 nanoseconds p-p composite distortion at r-f over the 20 MHz
band«idth. This requirement is additional above the demonstration link
performance for an excellent quality color link or 20 nanoseconds p-p
additional for an acceptable quality color link.
6. Provide additional 4. 5 MHz subcarrier rejection in the output video
circuits to p revent cross modulation with the 3. 58 MHz color sub-
carrier in the video.
In actual practice, these changes represfnt minimal additional restrictions
to be added for the potential benefits to be gained. The most severe require-
ments would be increasing the link margin by the 3 to 6 db required and
obtaining the tow- group delay distortion performance.
The test data taken with the laboratory system in support of the color
link Evaluation is presented as Figures 4-22 through 4 ­ 25 and Table 4-2.
Because color transmission was not required for the CAT Relay- Experiment,
this data has not ')een analyzed and refined to any significant extent and should
be re-evaluated later if color performance is desired. The data is as follo« s.
Figure 4-22. Receiver threshold characteristic. The weighted noise
characteristic «•as measured with the monochrome noise weighting
filter and not the color :%eighting network4. (, as is common practice.
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Table 4-2. Wideband Transmitter System Color Characteristics
Predetection CNR (db) in 20 MHz
I. Noise Performance	 With Emphasis	 Without Emphasis
Color Noise Just Perceptible	 15. 0	 19.0
Acceptable Viewing Level	 12.5	 17.5
Color Noise Objectionable	 6.0	 13.0
II. At 30 db CNR without emphasis
Additional System
RF Group Delay, Distortion
(Composite of linear, parabolic and ripple)
Color Shift Just Perceptible
Color Shift Allows Acceptable Viewing
Color Shift Objectionable
III.	 Test Evaluation Conditions
Af = +9 MHz
Voice Subcarrier Off
Predetection BW3 = 20 MHz
Postdetection BW = 4 MHz
Receiver Threshoid = 9 db
10 nsec p-p
20 nsec p-p
50 nsec p-p
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2. Figures 4-23, 4-24. The differential phase and gain characteristics
of the Wideband Transmitter system are recorded with 3. 58 MHz and
0. 56 MHz tones.
3. Figure 4-25. The baseband group delay characteristic is shown for
the Wideband Transmitter alone. A completely different measurement
technique was used and no attempt was made to correlate with Figures
4-23, 4-24.
In summary, Table 4-2 lists the C/N and group delay distortion color
transmission requirements for the Wideband Transmitter system.
4.5 PM UPLINK TESTS
A simulation of the Experiment uplink ranging or subcarrier formats was
not possible because proper test equipment is not available, however, sub-
stitution of a monochrome video signal was used to provide a demonstration
of the SGLS Receiver. The simulated link block diagram is shown in Figure
4-26. For the purposes of this simulation only, the SGLS Receiver has been
modified for a 2.8LG
 bandwidth of 20 Hz in order to increase the love fre-
quency response. The normal SGLS 2 j6LG bandwidth of 1000 Hz yields a
strong signal 3 db cutoff of about 700 Hz which is intolerable for television
video demodulation. The baseband to baseband frequency response of the
simulated link is shown in Figure 4-27. Group delay nonlinearity over the
3 db bandwidth is negligible. Also shown in Figure 4-27 is the frequency
response of the SGLS Receiver as it will be used in the recommended CAT
Relay System.
The PM deviation was set at 1. 16 radians (equipment maximum) and the
picture quality versus SNR evaluated. It was evident that an excellent quality
picture is not possible with this equipment combination. A 25. 7 db pre-
detection SNR is the maximum obtainable wit': the SGLS Receiver as is shown
in Figure 4-28, resulting in a (S+N) p-p/Nrms ratio of 34. 7 db (unweighted).
This is about 9 db less than the 43. 5 db SNR goal set for the Experiment FM
downlink. Examination of Figure 4-28 and the SGLS Receiver design show
that this result is to be expected since the receiver is optimized for sensi-
tivity (-126 dbm threshold) and therefore runs out of dynamic range at
relatively strong signal input level (-65 dbm).
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Increasing the uplink deviation to 1. 8 radians will increase the SNR by
1. b db, but increasing beyond that decreases the SNR (Jl(X) decreases).
As^.uming these uplink operating conditions and 2 MHz post detection band-
width, an estimated 35 db SNR (weighted (STN) p-p/Nrms) picture could be
obtaine,. on the AAC spacecraft with the recommended CAT Relay System
(with preamplifier) by adding a narrowband loop mode of operation. Extra-
polation of the results of the quality survey (Table 10-1) indicate that about
bOP'c of the viewers would consider this to be a fine or passable picture.
Observation of the 34. 7 db unw• eighted SNR picture mentioned above shows
the displayed noise is not quite as objectionable as the quality survey picture
because of the absence of FM click noise.
Obviously, strengthening the uplink by increasing the ATS-F transmitter
power of AAC antenna gain would enhance the received picture quality. Up-
link TV might possibly be considered for the Experiment and subsequent
operational evaluation if an analysis were initiated which could successfully
determine the feasibility of a modified system with respect to narrow•band
tracking capability, ATS-F operation in an unlocked uplink :node or narrower
bandwidth and availability of TV monitors aboard the AAC.
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SECTION V
5. CLUSTER EQUIPMENT TRADEOFF STUDIES
Upon completing the system design analysis and the laboratory and demon-
stration program, several trade-offs should be considered and resolved prior
to recommending the CAT Relay Experiment equipment. These all involve
the AAC equipment and include the selection of a Steerable Antenna Subsystem,
the antenna size-transmitter power tradeoff, and the equipment location
aboard the cluster.
5.1 STEERABLE ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM
ive steerable antenna subsystems are candidates for consideration on the
AAC. Preliminary information only is available on these subsystems since a
comprehensive subsystem specification has not been generated on this pro-
gram. In retrospect, Table 5-1 summarizes the general requirements for the
antenna subsystem as concluded from the foregoing sections. To satisfy the
Experiment goal of using existing qualified equipment wherever possible,
only one antenna appears to be applicable, the Dalmo-Victor High Gain
Antenna used on the Apollo CSM. This antenna, however, only has about
27 db of gain and is quite expensive, having been designed for man-rated
highly-reliable use. This antenna has, temporarily at least, been discarded
in favor of reviewing some newer antenna designs which appear to be more
applicable to the experimental nature of the CAT Relay System and have more
gain potential. The Steerable antenna subsystems under consideration are
1. General Dynamics expandable truss antenna with iightweight gimbal.
2. General Dynamics expandable truss antenna with Dalmo-Victor gimbal
3. Motorola phased array goniometer antenna system
4. TRW thin film deployable antenna.
Table 5-2 is a preliminary summary of the major characteristics of these
antennas taken from vendor publications 5. 1, 5. 2 which were based upon
an early program opinion that a 10 foot, deployable antenna would be required.
The subsequent sections provide a short description of each antenna. The
General Dynamics antenna has been chosen as the conceptual antenna design
for the purposes of this report. Final selection of an antenna subsystem will
occur after competitive proposals are solicited from a procurement specifi-
cation during the next program phase.
5-1
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Table 5-1. Steerable Antenna Subsystem Requirements Summary
Azimuth Scan Capability
Possible Reduced Requirement
Elevation Scan Capability
Azimuth/Elevation Slew Rate
Steering
Pointing Accuracy (Excluding S/C)
Minimum Gain (At rotary joint)
Polarization
Deployment Required
Weight
Power
03b0
90 0 to 2700
+5. 20
c
. OOb / sec max.
Open loop from ground commands
0. 1 beamwidth
31.9 db Qa 2250 MHz
RCP
Reflector, boom position
lTnspec ified
Unspecified
The General Dynamics antenna subsystem consists of an expandable-truss
hexagonal - reflec. r ( 10 foot diameter aperature) with an adjustable reflective
mesh (see Figure 5-1) a center-supported feed-mast, two-degree-of-freedom
gimbal (lightweight +20 0 oil each axis or Dalilio-Victor servo controlled),
triangular aluminum truss ( 10-foot-rigid) boom with deployment actuator
and electronic equipment for deployment and open-loop steering. The antenna
assembly can also be supplied on a deployable triangular boom. Details of
the proposed design are given in reference 10. 1 and Figure 6-7 is a con-
ceptual picture of the antenna system structure and mounting.
The Motorola antenna subsystem is a fixed position, circular phased
array. The goniometer required is a beam forming and scanning matrix
for the array consisting of a lens to accurately phase the array element
signals, a diode switch matrix for proper antenna element and transmitter
connections to the lens terminals and control logic and drivers for the switch
matrix. A conceptual installation is shown in Figure 5-2 and additional sub-
system details are given in Appendix A.
The TRW antenna subsystem consists of an expandable 10-foot diameter
parabolic reflector utilizing an aluminized mylar skin supported by collapsi-
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ble radial ribs, a center-supported feed-mast, two-degree-of-freedom gim-
bal, tubular boom with deployment actuator, and electronic equipment for
deployment and open-loop steering. Figure 5-3 depicts the reflector detail
and Figure 5-4 the SIVB mounting concept. The TRW antenna can also be
supplied on the end of a deployable 3-D nesting pantograph boom.
A potential requirement for any mechanically steered antenna subsystem
would be 360 0 azimuth control for contact with the ATS-F during any orbital
pass. Assuming the antenna is on a ten foot mast as pictured in this report
or on a perpendicular boom in the Airlock area will only permit approximate-
ly 270 0
 of steering before being blinded by the vehicle proper or the aft
engine. This requirement can be eliminated by specifying an aft boom length
in the order of 25 to 30 feet or by restricting the potential r-f contacts to the
ATS-F with a 90 to 270 0 azimuth control specification. For the latter case,
installation in the Airlock or Aft Engine areas would be feasible.
Either parabolic reflector has the capability of larger aperture size if	 3
required. The phased array goniometer is not practically capable of higher
_-	 gain than that defined ( about 28 db).
5.2 ANTENNA SIZE-TRANSMITTER POWER TRADEOFF
t	 3
The required AAC effective radiated power at 2250 MHz has been deter-
mined as 69.8 dbm minimum ( from Figure 3-6) for the minimum link quality
specified in Table 3-1. This level can be obtained by various combinations of
transmitters and antenna apertures. Also to be considered is the economical
obtainment of some additional link margin to guard against unforeseen losses.
Starting with an 11 watt transmitter (Motorola Wideband Transmitter) and a
ten foot diameter reflector, a comparison of some representative combina-
tions are tabulated in detail in Table 5-3 and the more promising entries
summarized in Table 5-4. The potential link improvement of any other
attractive antenna or transmitter can easily be determined using Figure 3-6.
The No. 1 transmitter-antenna system in Table 5-3 is a duplication of
the all-worst-case link parameters lis ted in Table 3-2. Conversely, No. 2
is the all-best-case link parameters. It is expected that such a system, if
the link parameter bounds are correct, would end up somewhere between
these two limits, perhaps with 4 db margin over the minimum requirement.
Subsequent entries in Table 5-3 repeat the link for the Collins CSM TWA
( i4. 8 watts), the Watkins Johnson WJ 448 ( 35 watts) and WJ 395 ( 100 watts)
TWA's, 10 and 14. 1 foot parabolic antennas, and the Motorola goniometer.
As a preliminary tradeoff to narrow,
 down the potential systems, the CSM
TWTA has been eliminated since a 14. 8 watt TWT transmitter offers little
advantage over the 1l watt solid state transmitter (1 db), the Watkins Johnson
WJ 395 eliminated because the unit is not space qualified and the Motorola
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goniometer eliminated because of the complexity and weight penalty and
limited elevation scan capability.
The remaining three transmitter-antenna systems are summarized in
Table 5-4. No. 1 is selected as the recommended CAT Relay system because
it is the most economical while exceeding the basic requirement. No. 3 and
5 are then recommended as "expansion bargains" if program funding is availa-
ble. Both No. 3( antenna increased to 14. 1 foot diameter) and No. 5 ( addition
of Pia 44$, 35W TWT) are add-ons to the basic system (No. 11 and the units
are discussed in more detail in Section 7.
5.3 AAC EQUIPMENT LOCATION
There are a minimum of three major Cluster areas to be considered for
installation of the majority of the CAT Relay equipment. These are ( 1) the
Airlock Module exterior to the crew tunnel, (2) the Forward SIVB ( workshop)
Skirt area and (3) the Aft SIVB Skirt area. The Instrumentation Unit was not
considered, however, if it is a potential site, the comments on the Forward
Skirt location would apply. The Relay Experiment controls for crew operation
are expected to be located in the experiment - area of the crew quarters no
matter where the other equipment is located.
There are several important factors which must be considered in choosing
from the three postulated equipment locations or any additional potential
locations. They are:
1. Proximity of the transmitter to the antenna.
2. Antenna storage and deployment requirements.
3. Environmental conditions.
4. Avoidance of man-rated compartments (except controls).
5. Modifications required to existing vehicle equipment and installation
costs.
Table 5-5 provides a tabulated comparison of these three location areas.
Based on the potential selection of one of the steerable reflector antenna
systems, the Aft Skirt area has been selected as the instaliation area of the
anter, na boom and major r-f units in order to eliminate the need for a deploy-
able boom. The less cable loss sensitive components would then be located
in the Forward Skirt area. This is a preliminary selection without e-nn.-R ulta-
tion aid from the integration. subcontractor (not assigned) and subject to
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change. This location will be used to explain the potential equipment location
concepts in Section 6.
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SECTION VI
e. BASIC CLUSTER CAT RELAY EQUIPMENT
This section defines and details the Motorola recommended basic CAT
Relay System t. , I ` installed in the cluster and %vhich .wilt perform the protyram
objectives. This system is capable of expansion and modification to provide
additional op g ating margin and capability as discussed in Section 7.
6.1 RECOMMENDED BASIC SYSTEM
The recommended system is the culmination of the analysis and laboratory
test detailed in the preceeding sections and is diagramed in Figure 0-1. The
generic background of each of the recommended system units is given in
Table u-1 along with the Motorola Report 3503-4 reference location for
addition.a' descriptive material. The Motorola Wideband Transmitter and
SGLS Receiver are shown in Figures 6-2 and 6-3. These units are space-
qualified, hi2. h reliability solid state designs. The Steerable Antenna Sub-
system: for flight equipment use will be selected from arnong the subsystems
discussed in paragraph 5. i. The remainder of the equipment is presently
off-the-shelf with slight modifications with the exception of the Baseband
Processor unit and the Control/Monitor Panel. Both of these units contain a
high percentage of space qualified circuit designs whici: will be repackaged
in a single compact unit. Table 6-2 is a preliminary weight and power
summary for the equipment to be added to the AAC.
u. 2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
As indicated in Table 6-1, the majority of the units are described in
more detail in Motorola Report 3503-4 Appendices. The transponder section
(Receiver, Baseband Processor, Phase Modulator, and Transmitter) pre-
liminary specification and description of the Baseband Processor, Control/
Monitor Panel and Omni-Antenna are included in this section.
The transponder is capable of coherently receiving and transmitting
signals between the AAC and the ATS-F, which are phase modulated with
the link services defined in Table 2-4. The baseband and transmitter unit
will also be capable of frequency modulation of a non-coherent carrier with
the monochromatic commer--:al quality television and crew voice .signals
originating from the AAC. The performance listed in Tables 6-3 and 6-4
will be obtained with the Motorola manufactured transponder units.
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Unit (Cu. Ir (Pounds)
1. Control and Monitor Panel i	 1120 10.0i
2. Baseband Processor 150 5.0
3. SG^.S Receiver 200 5.0 f-
4. Wideband Transmitter 432 12.0
5. RF Latching Switch (2) 2 0.4
6. S-Band Preamplifier 18 1.3
7. Phase Modulator/ Exciter 75 3.6
8. S-Band DiplL. •er 21 1.4
9. Omni-Antenna t2) 46.4 43.0
cu.	 ft.
31 cu. ft
50
10 cu, ft.
50
360
24. 3
cu, ft.
30.0
5.0
9.0
5.0
.0.0
45.0
44.0
7.0
237.7
pounds
10. Steerable Antenna
Subs ;stem #
a.	 Reflector and Feed
b.	 Gimbal
C.	 Boom
d.	 Steering Control
e.	 Deployment
11. Cabling
12. Wavegcide (Al)
13. Mounting Hardware
TOTAL
DC Power
(Wa tts )
20.0
10.0
is . 0
120.0
0.*
1.2
13.0
0
0,
i
0
0
0
5.0
0'
0
0
0
177. 2
watts
fable 6-2. Basic Cluster Equipment Summary
Figure 6-1 Reference
Volume	 Weight
#General Dynamics Design
*No steady- state power required
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Table 6-3. CAT clay Transponder Performance
Transponder Pe rfo: mance
Received Frey..-ncy
Coherent Receive/ Transmit R
Dynamic Receiver Range
Transmitter Frequency
coherent, noncohe r
noncohe rent FM
Stability - noncoherent PM
noncoherent FM
i
Phase Stability Short Term (loop
bandwidth 2B 1, = 200 cps)
Coherent
Noncohe rent
R - F Output Power
i
Ranging mourn around pola ity
Group relay
Dif?c. rential Delay (level -40 dhm to
-120 dbm)
Index
E X41
Environmental Requirements
1800.0 M9z
265/256
-40 dbm to 127 dbm
2247.8 MHz nominal
2253.0 MHz nominal
+30 ppm
+ 100 Npm
0
1 rms
0
2 rm s
1 i.0 watts minimum
In phase
2200 ns maximum
50 ns p-p
Selectable
Mi L-I -26600A
Compatible x=, ith Table 6-5
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Table 6-3. CAT Relay Transponder Performance (Cont)
dr
Specific Unit Performance
Receiver Unit
Input Impedance 50 ohms
VSW R 1. 5:1
Noise Figure (at Rsvr Input,
weak signal) 8 db
Dynamic Range -40 dbm to - 126 dbm
Strong Signal Loop Gain (GSS) 109/sec
Receiver loop bandwidth (2BLIO at
-127 dbm) 100t' Hz nominal
Acquisition Threshold (90%
probability) I	 - 126 dbm
Mean Acquisition Time 3.25 seconds
Maximum doppler tracking rate 200 kHz/. ec
Predetection bandwidth 6.5 MHz
Post detection bandwidth (.50 ohms) 2.7 MHz
Coherent reference signal (70 MHz
nominal) 0 to 6 dbm
T ransmitte r Unit
FM input Impedance 75 ohms
Modulation bandwidth (3 db) 7 MHz
Sensitivity 20 MHz/volt
Peak deviation	 -apability 10 MHz
F
6-9
FM distortion (+4.5 7%4Hz deviation,
100 Hz to 6 MHz input)
Amplitude Modulation
Incidental FM	 LL
Table 6-3. CAT Relay Transponder Performance (Cont)
output Impedance
VSW R
Phas e Modulator/ Exciter Unit
In put Impedance
Modulation Bandwidth (3 c:b)
i
Sensitivity
Peak deviation capability
Total harmonic distortion
Frequency
I
Input Reference
Auxiliary OSCillatcr
i
Output
'	 R-F Output Power
Distortion products
30 dh duwn in 5 kHz BW .
514 -maximum
4C db down at +6 MHz
do %-iation
50 ohms
1.3:1 maximum
150 ohms + 10016,
40 pf max
DC to 10 MHz
0.6 rad/volt
2.8 radians
3.0% maximum
70 MHz nominal
70 MHz nominal
560 MHz nominal
2 watts
6-10
Table 6-4. Baseband Processor Unit Perforr
Function Modulation Sensitivity Bandwidth(3db) Linear
Uplink Data
Demodulation
Characteristics
Up-Voice FM 7. 5 kHz pk Compatible with 300 Hz-3 kHz Distortio:
dev, 30 kHz destination at 2 db at +7. 5 k:
subcarrier deviation
Up-Data FN1 5 kHz pk Compatible with 300 Hz-4 kHz 2% at 5 k:
dev, 70 kHz destination deviation
Subcarrier
Range & Range
Rate
PRN Code Demodulated PM 1:1 turnaround 815 kHz LP PRN 0-0.
( referred to rad +25%
system) 0.8-1.34
+40%
ATSR Tones Demodulated 1:1 turnaround 815 kllz LP ATSR TB
4 kHz to 5 MHz ( referred to 150 kHz at
tones system) 5 MHz
Downlink
Modulation
51. 2 kbps PCM Bi-phase modu- +900 referred to 270 kc at TBD
lation on 1.024 Xmtr 1. 024 me
MHz subcarrier
Crew Voice FM/PM, 1. 25 SCO 6.8 kHz/vpk do to 125 kHz 0.5% BSi
MHz subcarrier Xmtr 0.6 rad/vpk
IW. UruUT FIRAg, I
Table 6-4. Baseband Processor Unit Perforr
Function Modulation Sensitivity Bandwidth(3db) Linear
Uplink Data
Demodulation
Characteristics
Up-Voice FM 7. 5 kHz pk Compatible with 300 Hz-3 kHz Distortio:
dev, 30 kHz destination at 2 db at +7. 5 k:
subcarrier deviation
Up-Data FN1 5 kHz pk Compatible with 300 Hz-4 kHz 2% at 5 k:
dev, 70 kHz destination deviation
Subcarrier
Range & Range
Rate
PRN Code Demodulated PM 1:1 turnaround 815 kHz LP PRN 0-0.
( referred to rad +25%
system) 0.8-1.34
+40%
ATSR Tones Demodulated 1:1 turnaround 815 kllz LP ATSR TB
4 kHz to 5 MHz ( referred to 150 kHz at
tones system) 5 MHz
Downlink
Modulation
51. 2 kbps PCM Bi-phase modu- +900 referred to 270 kc at TBD
lation on 1.024 Xmtr 1. 024 me
MHz subcarrier
Crew Voice FM/PM, 1. 25 SCO 6.8 kHz/vpk do to 125 kHz 0.5% BSi
MHz subcarrier Xmtr 0.6 rad/vpk
IW. UruUT FIRAg, I
sor Unit Performance
Level/ Processor
Ith( 3 (lb ) Linearity Impedance Characteristics
kHz Distortion 7% TBD,	 600 Limiting 10 db min.
at +7. 5 kHz ohms S/N (max dev) 35 db
deviation min.
kHz 2% at 5 kHz TBD, Limiting 10 db min.
deviation 600 ohms S/N (max dev) 30 db
min. Time delay
+20 usec max.
LP PRN 0-0. 8 Compatible Phase sense positive
rad +25% with Phase
0. 8- 1. 34 rad Modulator
+40%
LP ATSR TBD Pre-emphasis approx.
at 20 db at 5 MHz
TBD 0-6v p-p input SCO Stability +. 00776
Input impedance
compatible with
source.
kHz 0. 5% BSI. 0-5v p-p, SCO Stability +0. 2%
balanced 600 Limiting at min input
ohm input 10 db.
Clipping 0 db at 1 kHz,
2.2 Vpp.
73
6-11,6-12
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Table t)-4. Baseband Processor Unit Per
Function
Crew Voice
(with TV)
Modulation	 Sensitivity	 Bandwidth(3db)
FM/F1vl, 4. 5 nzc SCO 200 kHz /vDk	 300 Hz-5 kHz
subcarrier	 I Xmtr 20 MHz/vpk	 (2 db)
Voice Backup	 PM, direct xmtr 1.2 rad/2. 5 vpk	 300 Hz-2. 3 kHz I
carrier modula-	 referred to xmtr
tion
TV Video	 FM direct on
(No pre-	 carrier
emphasis)
,Epp
TV video	 I =direct on
(pre-emphasis)	 r carrier
18 MHz / vpk
referred to xmtr
3. 92 MHz rrr.s/
Vp-p referred
to xmtr
i0 Hz-10 MHz
TBD
F019DOUZ FRAAE I
t
9+mot
L essor Unit Performance (Cont)
Bandwidth (3db) Linearity
Level/
Impedance
Processor
Characteristics
lU 1Iz-5 kHz. Distortion max 0-5Vpp,	 bal- SCO stability +0.
db) 2% anc ed 600 ohm
input)
U Hz-2. 3 kHz 776 at 5 kHz 0-5 Vpp,	 bal- 6 db/octave pre-
deviation anced 600 ohm I	 emphasis. 24 db
input clipping level.
Hz-10 MHz See xmtr 1 \r pp-75 ohms
D See xmtr i J,	 i	 ohms Pre-emphasis 6 db/
octave
6-13,6-14
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A preliminary block diagram of the Baseband Processor is shown in
Figure 6 -4. The controllable Baseband functions are .mainly  summarized by
the Control/ Monitor Panel Functional Diagram, Figure 6-5. The HI/ LO
ranging index and .0M noncoherent mode switches are not shown in Figure
6 -5.
A deployable antenna design under consideration for the oimni-antenna
application is a helical spiral antenna mounted on top of a Ryan Aeronautics
extendible antenna mast show y, in Figure 6 -6. A mast length of ten feet is
assumed to be adequate. The helical spiral antenna is estimated to have
1 db of gain over 50 05
 of a sphere and the losses from the excitation input to
the antenna are estimated to be 1.7 db. This information is very preliminary,
but is used for the back-up voice mode analysis of paragraph 3. 3. Luring the
next program phase, the omni-antenna design should be investigated in more
detail in order to select the most efficient unit presently available.
6.3 VEHICLE INSTALLATION
The preliminary result of the paragraph 5. 3 location tradeoff was to
locate the antenna and sensitive units at the aft skirt. Figure 6-7 shows
conceptually how this installation could be ir,plemented, the solar panels
being parallel to the page. The antenna subsystem shown is the General
Dynamics expandable-truss design discussed in paragraph 5. 1, however,
the TRW thin-film antenna and pole mast can be substituted.
The equipment shown in the Workshop Aft Skirt ( interior) section of
Figure 6 -1 would be mounted on one 15 1/2 x 27 inch honeycombed fiberglass
panel which is mounted to the aft skirt with load isolators. The base of the
antenna boom will be tethered to the aft skirt stringers at the base of the
-quipment panel, possibly requiring the bottom of the panel to be notched
out. The r-f output power components will be 'aid out on the panel to minimize
r-f losses and allow achievement of the low circuit losses estimated for the
previous link calculations. It appears that one or two (one to tether the boom?)
panels may be required for the equipment. Recent conversation with Douglas-
Huntington Beach, California indicates that presently no panel positions are
open in the aft skirt area and therefore some vehicle equipment reorganization
would be required to rriake the proposed installation.
The Phase Modulator, R^ceiver and Baseband Processor units would be
located on a 29 1/2 x 43 inch cold plate panel in the forward skirt area in
anticipation of insufficient aft skirt mounting area and convenience of the
Baseband Processor to the spacecraft and Control/Monitor interface. The
steering control unit is another possible candidate for location forward. The
Control/Monitor Panel will be located in the experiment area of the crew
quarters.
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The oniri-antennas must be located as close as possible to the transmitter
to conserve power. The obvious choice is near the bottom of the aft skirt
where deployment can be made through the exterior skin from a mounting on
the skirt interior. The two o:nni-antennas will be located 180 0 apart and
orthogonal to the solar panels. Waveguide transmission will be used from
the r-f switch tc 'he! wnni's in order to minimize loss.
The antici pated environtnant for the aft skirt panel is listed in Table 6-5.
The vibration levels are at ti-e skirt and do not include the attenuation of the
panel mounting isolators. T;iese isolators have a Q of 2. 5 to 4 resulting in
a typical loaded panel r%,:scnance frequency of 35-50 Hn. Although an actual
vibration, profile incident to the CAT Re pay equipment has not been calculated,
no vibration problems are expected since the equipment has all been designed
for high vibration environmentE and operational survival only is required
during vibration. The most severe thermal problem will occur in the Wide-
band Transmitter. With a maximum ambient temperature of 100 0F the
transmitter will be hard mounted on a metal heatsink installed on top of the
fiberglass mounting pa.,el. The 11 watts minimum r-f output power cap: then
be obtained by switching the transmitter power on only during experiment
operation in con iunction •.iith the ATS-F. If the ambient temperature actually
turns out to be significantly lower than 1000F, continuous transmitter operation
could be considered.
Th;z- environment in the forward skirt area is not known presentl y , however,
it would be expected to be less than the aft skirt vibration or temperature
ranges. The crew quarters temperature environment is relatively mild
because of the shirt Sleeve working requirements for the crew. Storage of
the Control/Monitor unit in the tank when filled with LOX has not been
considered or investigated.
Table 6-5. AAC Environment
Aft Skirt Area
Vibration-launch
a. Sine
	Hz	 Level
	
5-60	 0.05 inch D.A.
	
60-200	 9.9g peak
	
200-295	 0.0038 inch D.A.
	
295-2000	 17.Og peak
	
6-21	 a
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Table 6-5. AAC Environment (cont)
.ww
b. Random Bandwidth
20-85 Hz
85-280 Hz
280-1000 Hz
1000-2000 Hz
Level
0. 1382/Hz
6.5 db/octave
1. 6g2/Hz
-12 db/octave
Temperature-Ambient
a. Ground lncation
b. Orbit
Temperature -Structure
a. Orbit	 +100oF
Forward Skirt Area
Not known
Crew Quarters - Ex periment Area
4120 0 F
+loo,
Temperature-Ambient
	 45OF to 1000F
Temperature-Wall surface 45 0F to 1050F
SECTION VU
7. CLUSTER TERMINAL ALTERNATIVES
A number of system enhancing alte--natives are possible at increased
program cost. Most of them have b0yen mentioned in previous sections.
7.1 POTENTIAL ERP INCREASE
Increasing the antenna aperture can rather easily be accomplished since
eithe_ parabolic reflector is a new design. The limiting factors on ultimate
size are pointing error due to AAC attitude uncertainty, required stowabie
volume, pattern distortion by the solar panels and cost.
Increasing the transmitter r-f power by adding a traveling wave amplifier
between the Wideband Transmitter J.nd the Diplexer is readily accommodated.
Figure 7-1 demonstrates how such an addition could be accomplished with
minimum change to the basic recommended system of Section o. This high
power system has several advantages:
1. R-f switch is eliminated from path to steerable antenna.
2. The Wideband Transmitter can be located on the forward skirt culd
rail panels (continuous operation possible) and possibly closer to the
orrini installations.
3. Fewer units are required to be located adjacent to the steerable antenna
to conserve r-i power.
4. The omni receive noise figure can be customized without degrading
the steerable antenna uplink. A diplexer and preamp could be located
adjacent to each omni antenna.
5. TWT failure does not cause omni transmission link outage.
n. Link margin using steerable antenna is increased by 4 db
(see I able 5-4).
7. Higher-power qualified-TWTA, if available, can be substituted with
i.o change to the system cabling or any unit relocation_.
8. The r-f power at the omni antenna increases by 0. 5 db for i.he same
relative transrnitter-antenna location as in the basic recommended
system.
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The omni uplink service as suggested above could be further improved by
installing a low noise preamp at the input port of each antenna. This would
also allow use of ferrite switches everywhere. Figure 7-2 shows such an
antenna system.
The Watkins Johnson WJ448 35 watt TWT is especially attractive for use
since it will be av p.ilable as a NASA space-qualified aniplifiz!r package with
integrated power Supply in the fall of 1969. Watkins Johnson is presently
providing design and qualification of this unit to Saturn V vibration ievels on
NASA-MSFC contract NAS-8-20787. The qualified unit will weigh 14 to 16
pounds, and have 35. 6% overall efficiency at 90 0C baseplate tPamperature.
With the output isolator and filter included, the minimum o-itput power will
be 35 watts, eliminating these two circuits will yield 40 watts output power.
7.2 LINK SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
Other lirk improvements which can be accomplished at increased cost
include modified re,:eiver capability to receive uplink television ( see
p3-ug,aph Y. 5), modulation of the 5 MHz ATSR tone on the FM transmitter
at 5 MHz peak deviation, downlink transmission of color television, and the
sophistication of the omni back-up voice service by providing simultaneous
spherical antenna pattern coverage.
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This section is a brief description of the necessary increased capability
requirements of the ATS-F and ATS Ground Station which are required or
desirable for the success of the CAT Relay Experiment-
8.1 ATS-F SATELLITE
In general, the link calculations of Sections 3 and 5 have been made using
GSFC S-733-P-15, "ATS-F Spacecraft Performance Requirements, Specification
for the Nimbus/AAP Data Relay Exocriment", August 1968, specified levels.
The following additional capability iF required:
1. The ATS-F shall be capable of tracking the AAC ephemeris as
defined in Section 2 with not more than 0.5 db pointing error or
beam switching ripple in excess of the 3 db scan toss defined in
GSFC pa rag raph 4. 1. 2.
2. While the A.TS F is tracking the AAC at S-band, the X-band ground
link pointing error shall not increase.
3. The repeater translation oscillator short term stability shall not
exceed 5 x 10 -10/second in order for dhe Section 9 range rate analysis
to be valid.
4. The minimum S to X-band narrow bandwidth (GSFC 4.7.5) for down-
link back-up voice transmission on the noncoherent PM carrier is
245 kHz and for coherent PM relay is 345 kHz.
5. The maximum sideband unbalance contribution of the 35 +5 MHz mode
for 5 MHz r.TSR PM tones shall not exceed 0. 1 db vhen relaying in
either direction in order for the Section 9 range rate accuracy
analysis to be valid.
It is considered highl y desirable to reduce the circuit and scan lot'Les
and increase the antenna boresight gain if reasonable. The latest ATS-F
specification should be used prior to building CAT Re._y equipment to update
the link analyses herein. It is also desirable to decrease the X-band acqui-
sition time to ten seconds or less in order to significantly reduce the carrier
acquisition tirne (see paragraph 10.3).
8-1
The following understandings are also derived from the ATS-F specifica-
`.ion:
1. The AAC nominal received frequency is defined as 1800.0 MHz
consistent with C;SFC 4. 3. 1. The AAC coherent transmitted nominal
frequency then becomes 2247.80487630 MHz which the ATS-F must
be capable of receiving and coherently translate to the X-band down-
link frequency.
2. All CAT Relay transmissions except narrowband back-up voice can be
effected through common 30 to 40 MHz bandwidth channels for either
relay Direction through the ATS-F.
8.2 ATS GROUND STATION
The Mojave ATS Ground Station has been assumed for the analysis on
this program. Any other ground station could be used as long as the X-band
link losses are not increased above ti at recorded in this report and provided
the ground station meets the following requirements originally defined for
the Mojave station:
1. A Mark I ranging system shall be located at the ATS ground station.
2. A MSFN ground station, preferably in close proximity, shall be
utilized for processing both the uplink and downlink subcarrier signals
utilizing an intersite communications link at baseband subcarrier
frequencies (30 kHz, 70 kHz, 1.024 MHz, 1.25 MHz).
3. The ground station shall have X-band transmit and receive capability
at the ATS-F Link frequencies as follows:
a. Transmit antenna gain - 57 db minimum with zero pointing loss.
b. Transmit power - 26.8 dbw at the antenna feed output.
c. RCP transmit and receive polarization.
d. Receive antenna gain - 56 db minimum with zero pointing loss.
e. Receiving system noise temperature of 100 0 K maximum.
f. Receive feed to paramp circuit loss of rio more than 0. 1 db.
4. The ground station shall be able to interface with the CAT Relay
ground equipment and signals as defined in Figure 8-1.
I
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The receive portion of the ATS ground station is expected to appear as
sl-own in Fi,ure -1.
 The :olloxving CAT Relav roun-1 equipment ;rill be
furnished for the Experit-lent.
1. Threshold Extension Demodulator with b rb threshold.
2. TV svnc stripper, backporch clamp, and s y nc regeneration units.
3. Monochrome TV •nonitor.
4. SGLS ratio doppler extractor which can be used %vith the Mark I
system.
Suppl y in, a threshold extension demodulator is necessary
 since it "vas
;used as the basis for setectir.c4
 the recommended basic st-steln -,rith an 11
Ica[*. fl--!:t transmitter. Availabilit y of a custom Experiment demodulator
will allow incorporation o the selectable functions recornmended iriparaoraph
4. 2. 3 such as de-emohasis in or out, selectable oost detection band« idth from
MHZ to 10 _'Mrllz, predetecticn bandwidths of 2", or 30 MHz. This unit will
also aliow ,se of the cxistin, ground station demodulator for recoverin,
t^e 4. 5
 NIHz voice cilannel %while the TED may be optimized for 1 and 2
NIHz_ •v ideo —reptior..
T^e Qrou nd station is also assutlled to have access to commercial or
\A;COM flail aual itv video land lines for received video transmission and,
a video tape recorder. Interfacl_`_ equipment
	 is not available for any
of the grouand e q uipment interfaces required would be su p plied b y
 the CAT
Rela y
 Exoeriment contractor.
A lcain an updatin of tl-e link calculations should be required after zround
station ca pability
 has been completel y specified.
SECTION IX
9. RANGE AND RANGE RATE \LODES
9.1 METRIC ERROR ANALYSIS
r or measurement of range and range rate of the Apollo Applications
Cluster (AAC) target vehicle, two methods are passible provided that proper
modification can be made to t he Experiment equipment to slake them com-
p atible with Experiwort requirements. These two methods are the ATSR
s;-stem as described in NASA GSFC Report R-65-013 9. 1 and the MSFN type
of ranging using PRN. Of the two systems, the ATSR looks the most attractive
from the ground equipment modification as well as the ATS-F relay confi,-
uration requirements. An error analysis usin, ATSR for this experiment
was possible due to the availability of a detailed error budget on the ATSR
system. A similar error budget was not mailable for the NISFN system to
provide a valid prediction basis for the metric performance using the ATS-F
vela;:. A further unknown factor- in the MSFN system is the contribution: to
the range rate error that will be introduced by the yet undesigned ground
s y stem range rate extractor that would have to be used with the MSFN syst'°nl.
Fo_• the PRN-coherent carrier doppler extraction scheme, only guidelines
will be -iven to assure usable operation if that system is pursued to measure
r an
.
ize and range rate of the AAC.
1. 1 ATSR S •, steer
The ATSR range and ranee rate system utilizes a combination of range
tones spaced at half decade intervals -.viii. 500 kHz the h:Lhest range tone
used and a range rate torte at 5 \IHz. The range is measured by comparing
the phase difference between the t rar.smitted 500 kHz tone with the received
500 kHz tone. T he cycle ambiguity is resolved by corriparing phases of lower
frequency ambiguity tones. Outside of resolving the ambi g uity, the Iov.-cr
frequency tones do riot contribute to the range error. The range reading 3ocs
depend upon the phase of the hiohe: t ranee tone so that the behavior of the
t)hase function of the system in the vicit.it y of the hi hest range tone is the
only poition pertinent to the range error. This is in direct contrast to the
PRN type of rangrnk wherein the error involves the weighted group delay
across the spectrum.
A major advantage of the ATSR is that measurement of ramie rate does
not require a coherent carrier system and special system peculiar do:)pler
exiraction equipment. This is accoinplislied by measuring the doppifr on
hi,h trequrtrcy side tone modulated on the carrier. This side ton. is at 5 MHz
^.
( I - l
providing system capability exists to pass this high of a tone frequency.
Otherwise, the highes', range tone (500 kHz) is used to determine doppler
with greatl y deteriorated performance. With a CAT Relay Experiment goal
of 3 cm /sec accuracy- for the range rate measurement, the use of the 5 MHz
tone is indica_ed providing it is compatible with the Experiment equipment.
The bandwidths of the ATS-F relay repeater and ground equipments can be
chosen wide enough so t' l at the only band restricting block in the system is
the traisponder in the Civater target vehicle. Measurernerits %ve:e made
on the ,'Motorola tr-ansnonder which indicated that with an addition of a band-
pass filter centered at 5 MHz shunting the existing ranging low pass filter,
the transponder could '_urn around the 5 MHz range rate tone. The detailed
range and range ra'e error analysis involves using the 5 MHz range rate
tone. Since detai n, d equipment performance is not available for operations
utilizing the 590 kHz tone for range rate nieasureniezts, an estimate is made
of the measurement accuracy by considerim, the error sources to increase
in inverse ratio to the range rate tone frequency. 9. 1
9. 1. 1. 1 ATSR System Metric Error Analysis
The error analysis is based u pon the system parameters listed in Table
9-1. This analysis was performed prior to final CAT Relay- Experiment
signal to noise density calculations and has not been updated. Thermal noise
error contributions, however, are not the major contributing errors.
Table 9-1. ATSR System Parameters
ATS Mojave Ground Station
Carrier Loop :wise B'^t - (2B )	 200 Hz
n
5 MHz Ran g e Rate Loop Noise BW (2B )	 5.2 Hz
500 kHz Range Tone Loop Noise BW (2B ) 	 1. 0 Hz
n
MHz Modulation index	 1. 2 rad.
500 kHz .Modulation Index	 . 5 rad.
Sampling Rate	 1 /sec
ATS-F Relay
Receiver B%V
X-Sand
	
10 MHz
S - Band	 5. 5 MHz
oherent Carrier Loop B`.V	 500 Hz
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Table U -1. ATSR System Paramete s (cont)
-10
Translation Oscillator Short Term Stabilit y - 5 x i0/sec
AA P
 Cluste r
Receiver BW
Predetection 6 MHz
Post Detection
Love Pass Section ?i00 kHz
5 NIHr. Bandpass 150	 kl-i-r.
Path Siuna i
 t o Noi se D e nsities
Ground to ATS-F 102.2 db - Hz
ATS-F to Ground 91. 5 db - Hr.
ATS-F to AAP Cluster 75. 6 db - Hz
AAP Cluster to ATS-F 84. 3 d uo - Hz
Signal Dynamics
ATS-F - Ground Path No d.namics
ATS-F - AAP Cluster Path
One Way Velocity 7225 m/sec
One Way- Acceleration 9. 15 m/sec
5 MHz Two Way Do p pler 2-11 Hz
5 %Mz Two Way Doppler Rate 0.305 Hz/sec
9. 1. 1 . 2 Error Analysis of Range Rate
The range rate instrumentai accuracy is limited by noise errors com-
posed of the resolution errors and additive input noise.
9. 1. 1.2. 1	 Res olu tion Error s. 	 The resolution errors define the limitations
of the metric system operating with infinitely high input S/N ratios. Thrz3e
errors may be considered to be time-measurement jitter errors. The range
rate error caused by a tithing error is given by
-3
1. ,r
Or
	= ( C ) ( m ) (f
	
(max) + fd (  )
	 © T
N
t
«, lie re
^ b = 1 kllz/sec
f = 241 Hz
d
m = 100
N = 6 .100 for 8/sec
N = 8 x 6 .100 for 1 /sec
b
f = 5 x 10 Hz
t
OT = Time Error
The tuning error is made up from the following sources:
1. Quantization Error
2. Analog/Digital Conversion Error
3. Time Base Reference Jitter
4. Reference Oscillator Short-Term Instability
5. Range Rate Tracking Oscillator Short-Terin Instability
Using the parameters listed in this report, the following errors will
exist.
Quantization
Analog /Digit al
Time Base Jitter
Oscillator Short-Terns Instability
Transmitter Ref
RR VOXO
Doppler Bias
Sarnple Rat_
8/sec	 I/sec
003 m/s	 00037 rn/s
0062	 .00078
0031	 .00039
0032
	
0011
03
	
0063
0044	 00055
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Sample Rate
8/sec	 1/sec
Multiplier VCXO
	
000196
Total rms Resolution Errors	 031 .1 nits	 00649 m/s
9. 1. 1.2.2 Input Noise Errors.
	
When the range rate tone is modulated on
a noisy carrier or the total spectrum is translated in frequency by a noisy
translation source, angle noise can be impressed upon the range rate tone if
the tone sidebands are unsymmetrical. The amount of angle noise modulated
on the side tone i s proportional to the untracked phase noise in the receiver
carrier loop multiplied by a coupling coefficient dep:ndent upon the sideband
amplitude unbalance. For 10% unbalance this coefficient is 5% or -26 db.
Since the AAP Cluster transponder demodulates the signal and remodulates
it, there are t%vo sources where the unbalance adds noise to the tone output,
namely in the AAP Cluster transponder and in the ATSR receiver. A max-
imum sideband unbalance of 10% is expected in both directions. The result-
ant total noise out of the range rate tone loop is determined by combining
the transfer functions of all loops and multipiying this function by the spectral
density of noise and integrating the results.
The elements which can contribute to the range rate error are:
1. Communication transmitter frequency synthesizer.
2. Communication receiver micro , vave local oscillator.
3. ATS-F translation oscillator thermal noise jitter.
4. ATS-F translation oscillator short-term instability.
5. AAP Cluster carrier loop noise.
6. Carrier tracking VCXO in the ATSR receiver.
Using system parameters listed, the following errors may be expected.
Communication Transmitter
Synthesizer
Communication Receiver LO
ATS-F Translation Oscillator
Thermal Noise
ATS-F Translation Oscillator
Short Term
8/s ec 	 1/sec
	
.00005 m/s	 -
00005
	 -
-5
	
1.25 x 10	 -
	
.0664
	
.0083 rn/s
I
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8/sec	 1/sec
AAP-Cluster Carrier Loop Noise	 0018	 .00023
Carrier Tracking VCYO Instabilit y	0071	 .0009
RSS Total	 067 m/s	 .0084 m/s
From Develet 9.2 the normalized range rate error due to receiver noise
is
- R
	
_ rms do	 (2 S/N)1 /2
C w
n
= Normalized Range Rate Error
i
1
w 0 = Transmitted Radian Frequency
= Undamped second order phase lock loop natural frequency
n
in rad/sec [^8 (2^ LO)]
C =3 x 10 8meters/sec
S/N = signal to noise in loop
In Develet's article, # is plotted against the product W n T where T is the
	
cycle counting time. For 2,6	 = 5. 3 Hz and T= . 051 sec for 3/sec and
0.409 for 1 /sec data rate, the corresponding 6 from Develet's curves are:
2. 5 and 0. 38. This yields a noise error of
X32. 5Tone loop noise error = S/N m/s for 8/sec rate,
12S/N m/s for 1 sec rate
These can be related to S/KT by including the modulation loss and bandwidth
of the loop. Thus for 1.2 radian R tone index and 0. 5 radian R tone index
with the 5.2 Hz bandwidth loop, we have for a net S/KT of 75 db - Hz:
8/sec	 1/sec
Tone Loop Noise Error 	 022 m/s	 00338 m/s
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9. 1. 1. 2. 3 Total Range Rate Errors. 	 The total error is estimated as
follows:
8/sec	 1/sec
Resolution Errors
	
0314	 0065
Unbalance Sideband Errors	 067	 0084
Thermal Noise
	
.022	 .0034
Total	 .077 rn/s	 011 m/s
The estimated error using the 500 kHz tone for range rate will be 10
times worse than the above errors calculated for the 5 MHz tone.
9. 1. 1. 3 Error Analysis of Range
The ATSR equipment will be operating in Mode 2 with 5. 2 Hz bandwidth.
The range errors can be grouped into resolution and instrumental errors.
A summary of the resolution error taken from the ATSR design report is
as follows.
9. 1. 1. 3. 1 Random Errors. (Source ATSR-R-65-013).
Reference Range Tone Jitter	 0.45 meters
Axis Crossing Detector	 0. 15
Stop Pulse
Reference Range Tone Jitter 0.45
Modulator 0. 3
Carrier Receiver/Demodulator -
5 MHz VCXO -
Axis Crossing Detector 0. 3
Digital Divisic,n 0. 3
Quantizing 0.61
Time Base Jitter
Reference Oscillator -
Synthesizer 0.63
Total RSS 1.21 meters
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9. 1. 1. 3.2 Systematic Errors (Source ATSR-R-65-013)
Axis-Crossing Detector 0.	 15
Side Tone Combiner and Zero Set
Phase Shifter 0. 15
Modulator 0. 15
Receiver /Demodulator 0. 53
Predetection Filter
D v na?-n i s 6.9
Temperature 0. 58
Tracking Loop Lag 1.05
Time Base -
Total RSS 7. 1 meters
9. 1. 1. ? 3 Noise Errors. The noise errors are based on a total path S/KT
of 75 db - Hz, a modulation index for 5 MHz of 1.2 radia,is and a 500 kHz
rang y tone index of 0. 5 radian and using a 5.2 Hz tone loop noise bandwidth.
The noise error using this mode is 0. 082 meters.
a. 1. 1. 3.4 External Equipment S y stematic Errors.
Source
Communications Receiver 0.53 meter ATSR-R-65-013
(Ref 9. 1)
Communications Transmitter 0.53 ATSR-R-65-013
(Ref 9. 1)
ATS-F' Transponder (1/2 pp ripple) 1. 35 ATS-Spacecraft
PRS GSFC
S-733-P15 (Ref.
9. 3)
SGLS Transponder (40 0 F to 105 0 F) 1. 65 Test Report Pro-
grarn 770 Motorola
3330-131-5 (Ref.
9.4)
Total RSS 2.26 meters
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9. 1. 1. 3.5 Total ATSR Ranee Error Summar
Random Errors 1.21 meters
-	 Systematic Errors 7.	 1
External Equipment 2.26
Noise Errors 0.082
Total RSS 7.5 meters
9. 1.2 MSFN S y stem
Due to the char<,ed turn around ratios in the relay and tramponder equip-
ment only parts of the existing MSFN could be used. Use of the PRN ranging
code will require interfacing with the MSFN range receiver unit with an i-f
of 10 MHz. This will require furnishing the range receiver with the received
code modulated on 10 MHz plus a 10 MHz reference signal. A further con-
sideration involved is a requirement of furnishing an r-f doppler input co-
herent with the ranging in order to obtain range readings with quantization
of less than 1/4 clock period. Since the torn around ratio is different than
used on the USBE, a completely new doppler extractor must be designed.
Since a major portion of the total doppler error is contributed bythe doppler
extractor, a meaningful error analysis cannot be made at this time. For an
estimate of the error, it may be noted that compared to the ATSR calculations
the unbalance sideband errors would be eliminated, the thermal noise error
would be reduced, resolution errors would remain approxitYiately unchanged
while repeator translation oscillator instabilities would produce a much
larger error. By basing an estimate of the doppler error on the range rate
error calculated for the Goddard Range and Range Rate Systern, one would
expect the error to be approximately 0. 05 m/s for an 8/sec data rate and
to be less than 0.01 m/s for a 1/sec data rate.
9. 1.2. 1 Range Error Analysis
A complete range error analysis using the PRN ranging subsystem of
the MSFN station is not possible at this time due to incompletness of avail-
able data and uncertainty of the method of interface with the ATS ground
station. However, some data is available 9. 5 and these measured errors are
listed below.
Mode
-
	
Info	 Mod Index
Up PM Mode 2
	
PRN	 1. 34 radians
Up PM Mode 6	 PRN	 0. 5
VOICE	 1. 00
DATA	 0. 76
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Wj
0.65 meter
1.65 meters
ATS-F Transponder
SGLS Transponder
Estimated
Test Report
Program 770
( Ref. 9. 4)
s
1
i
Mode	 Info	 Mode Index
	
Down 1` M Mode 2
	 PRN	 1. 34 radians (1! 1 turn
around ratio)
	
Down PM Mode 4
	
PRN	 0. 5
VOICE	 0. 7
PCM	 1. 2
Two modes are considered, one with PRN only and the other with PRN,
VOICE, and DATA in both directions. Since the transponder turns around
the uplink subcarriers also, the downlink contains four subcarriers plus
the PRN. The modulation loss for the uplink PRN is 12.9 db and for the down-
link is 17. 6 db for the all services mode of operation. For PRN only, the
modulation loss for the code is 2. 6 db. The path loss variation will be 2 db
so that the range of signal level for the PRN is 17 db. Over this range of
signal level the measured delay variation of the range receiver is less than
4 nanoseconds. The measured variation of delay with doppler is approxi-
mately 1. 0 ns/kHz. Although no specific information is available on other
error sources, it is felt that they would be at bast equal to the numbers
calculated for the ATSR systern. One exception, however, is in the ATS-F
translation repeater where the delay variation should be less than the peak
,o peak ripple variation. The delay through the repeater is a weighted
function of the total bandwidth delay. Estimating this figure as half of them
total delay ripple, a composite of the total error estimation is listed below.
Source
	
Random Errors
	 1. 2 meters	 Estimated
Systematic Errors
Dynamic ( 105 kHz Doppler) 15. 7 meters	 Task I Final
Report ( Ref. 9.5)	 F
Signal Variation	 0. 6 meter	 Task I Final
Report ( Ref. 9.5)
External Equipment
Transmitter and Receiver	 0. 75 meter	 Estimated
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Summa r y
Estimated Resolution Error
Without Doppler Correction 15.9 meters
Estimated Er,ur With Doppler
Correction 5. 5 meter:,
Noise Errors ( 213	 = 12 Hz)
PRN + Subcarriers 0. 1 meter
PRN Only -	 -	 -
Total Uncorrected Range Error 15.9 meters
Corrected for Doppler -
(estimated) 5. 5 meters
9. 2	 ACQtiISITION TIME
e
The acquisition times for the two range tracking methods have been
calculated to be -is presented below;
9. 2. 1	 ATSR Ranging Sidetone Frequency Method
f
Function Reference Time
A)	 Carrier Acquisition iI
1.	 ATS-r' Relay Receiver 9.3 60.000 seconds
2. AAC Receiver 9.4 3.250 seconds 1
e
ATSR System 9.1 20.000 seconds
4.	 Signal Travel Time Calc 0.473 second
Total 83. 723 second
B)	 Sidetone Frequencies
1.	 5 NIHz 9. 1, 9. 6 0. 0156 second
2.	 500 kHz 9. 1, 9. 6 0. 2560 second r
3.	 Minor Tunes (7) 9.1 2. 6250 seconds
Total 2.997 seconds
Thus the total acquisition time is equal to 86.620 seconds.
4	 ^i
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9. 2. 2 ti1SF` PRN Ranging Cud Method
	
Fun, Lion	 Reference	 Time
A) Carrier Acquisition	 !
(Assumed to be the same
	
as above)	 83.723 seconds
B) PRN Code
1. Clock (Assumed to be
r:,anual)	 7.00 seconds	 a
2. Code Components
S A, B, C	 9.5	 3.20 seconds	 j
Total	 5. 20 seconds 1
Thus the total acquisition time is equal to 88. 923 seconds.
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SECTION X
f
10. LABORATORY DEMONSTRATIONS
One of the major tasks of this program was to provide a laborator • situ-J	 P g	 P	 y
ula.tion of the TV/Voice downlink system for a feasibility demonstration to
NASA personnel. The result of this effort was a colilpletely successful
labo ,. • atory demonstration of the recommended CAT Relay System and was
given on several occasions using the laboratory systc:n previously described
in Section 4.
10. 1 DEMONSTRATION SUMMARY
3
The laborator y/demonstration system was set up as pictured in Figure
4-4 and as detailed in Figure 4-3. The Wideband Transmitter system, shown
€	 in simplified form _n Figure 10-1, was used for the majority of the demon-
s	strated characteristics. The standard operating conditions iisted in Table
4-1 were used throughout the demonstrations. An explanatory brochure
entitled ''Television/Audio Link Demonstration, NASA Communications and
Tracking Relay Experiment" ( reference 10. 1) was published by Motorola
on this contract and distributed to all demonstration viewers. The dernon-
istrations were conducted using live commercial network programming and
lasted bet%veen one-half to one and one-half hours depending on the details
covered.
Demonstrations of the simulated CAT Relay System were viewed by the
following NASA and associated pe_ sonnel:
Name Agency Date
1. Sam Fordyce NASA-HQ 10-7-68
2. Bob Seldon Bellcomm 10-7-68
3. Greg Andrus NASA-HQ 10-16-68
4. Dr. IN1.	 Vacaro NASA-GSFC 10-18 -68
5. Bob Owens NASA-GSFC 10-18-68
6. A. Covington NASA-GSFC 10-18-68
7. Jack McClanahan NASA-HQ 10-31-68 
8. Rudy Rusnak NASA-NISC 10-31-68
a
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Name	 Agency
	
Date
9.	 John Painter	 NASA -Langley	 11-8-68
10.	 Bob Chen
	
Bellcornrn	 11-22-66
11.	 S. Ramji	 Communications &	 11-27-68
Systems,
12.	 Hal Hornby	 NASA-A\1ES	 12-6-68
On several other occasions, the demonstration was witnessed by Motorola
engineering personnel in order to accumulate statistical survey data.
The demonstrations generally included the following material:
1. CAT Relay Experiment Fundamentals.
2. Picture quality survey on monochrome SNR and emphasis effects
(see paragraph 10.2)
3. Explanation of the recommended CAT Relay System design and
equipment.
4. Demonstration of various system operating alternatives using the
Wideband Transmitter system.
a. Picture quality at 10 db CNR (originally specified minimum
ex periment qua::ty) see Figure 4-14, top.
b. Monochrome  picture quality over 0 to 14 db CNR-see Figure
4-15, 4-16 top for some of these, also Figure 14, page 24 in
reference 10.1
C. Strong signal picture resolution versus 250 kHz to 10 MHz post
detection bandwidth for monochrome (see Figure 4-17) and color.
d. Voice link quality over 6 to 14 db CNR range.
e. Color picture quality versus the use of emphasis over 10-20 db
CNR (see Table 4-2).
5. In some of the earliest demonstrations the following operating
performance was included:
a. Color and monochrome transmission over the SG—'S Trans-
mitter system (block diagram - Figure 4-2).
b. Group delay distortion effects on monochrome and color trans-
mission.
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f
c. Phase modulated monochrome television transmission over
a modified simulation of the CAT Relay uplink (see paragraph
-1.5)
In summary, it is felt that the feasibility and many of the operating
alternatives applicable to the CAT Relay Experiment and Motorola recom-
mended system implementation (see Section 6) have been successfully
demonstrated.
10.2 Surve y Results
The CAT Relay System is being designed as an experiment and not a
Comsat type operational television relay. As pointed out in Section 3, very
little information or agreement exists on the bare minimum requirements
for such an experimental link. It was therefore decided to conduct opinion
surveys among engineering personnel in order to determine the minimum
picture quality applicable to the CAT Relay Experiment.
Two audience participation surveys were conducted during the demonstra-
tions but prior to any indication of the: minimum CNR design for the CAT
Relay- Experiment. These surveys %were conducted using the survey form
shown in Figure 10-2. The first survey involved picture quality as a function
of predetection CNR (and therefore postdetection SNR) and the second involved
-icture qualit y versus the use of FM emphasis. The viewers were mostly
engineers or engineering management and represent a wide cross section of
people from both within Motorola and from external engineering companies.
The quality survey is patterned after the TASO 10.2 surveys with six
quality level definitions. Live commercial pictures at various SNR were
transmitted across the simulated link and shown on the Motorola Quasar
23 inch screen. for 5 to 10 seconds. Viewers who were 10 to 20 feet away
recorded their opinions. The random CNR pattern used for the fifteen survey
tests are listed near the bottom of Figure 10-2. All tests were at 9 MHz
peak deviation, 2 MHz post detection bandwidth, and no FM emphasis.
Approximately 90 people participated in the survey and the compiled results
are given in Table 10- 1. It is estimated that the CNR resetability for all
demonstrations was 1 db. The SNR levels listed in Table 10- 1 were taken
from the Figure 4-8 system calibration characteristic. It is interesting to
note that at least 64 ^n of all viewers considered TV pictures at 40 db
weighted SNRand better to be excellent or fine quality as defined in Figure
10-2.
The use of standard 10. 3 FM pre -emphasisMe -emphasis was evaluated
by collecting opinions of the apparent improvement/degradation of the four
CNR situations listed aL- the bottom of Figure 10-2. The same conditions
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Figure 10-2.
Television Picture Quality Survey Form
CAT Relay Demonstration TV Picture Quality Survey
Record your first impression of the picture quality as defined by circling the appropriate test number. The picture SNR will
be changed for each test in a random fashion including repeated levels. The baseband bandwidth (horizontal resolution) is
fixed for all tests.
NOTE: All quality levels as listed may not be demonstrated.
EXCELLENT - The picture is of extremely high quality, as good as could be desired.
Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15
FINE -	 The Dicture is of high quality providing very good NASA technical information. Noise is perceptible.
Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15	 1
PASSABLE-	 The picture is of acceptable quality providing good NASA technical information. Noise is not objectionable.
Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15
MARGINAL - The picture is poor in quality but contains significant NASA technical information. Noise is somewhat
objectionable.
7	 Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15
i
INFERIOR -	 The picture is very poor but some NASA technical value remains. Objectionable noise is present.
Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15
UNUSABLE- The picture is so bad that it is of no technical use.
Test	 1 2 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10	 11 12 13 14 15
CNR USED
FOR SURVEY
6 100 4 12	 2 8 126 14	 0 8 2 10 4 DB
Adapted from Frendendall and Behrend "Picture Quality - Procedures for Evaluating Subjective Effects of Interference",
Proceedings of the IRE, June 1960.
CCIR Predistortion Visual Effect
CNR-DB 10 6 4 0
Improved Quality
No Change
Inferior Quality
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and operating procedures as the above quality- survey were used. The com-
piled results of this survey, which involved 3 .1 people, are given in Table
10-2. The deletion of emphasis from the system is c-rtainly not confirmed
by this survey. Above threshold (50 db weighted SNR) the survey confirmed
that emphasis offers no advantages and was felt to be disadvantageous by
44% of the viewers. However, at 33 db weighted SNR and below, the majority
opinion favored the use of emphasis. Based on these results, the recommended
CAT Relay System will contain a crew selectable pre-emphasis network
(Down FINS Mode 2) in order to permit optimization of the TV downlink as a
function of the link quality at the time of use.
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11. PROGRAM SUMMARY
Motorola has designed a versatile Communications and Tracking
Relay System wit;i a va:-icty of data relay expansion capabilities. This
study program and the laboratory demonstration have proven that a Communi-
cation and Tracking Relay Experiment can be successfully implemented by
employing existing equipment, most of which are space qualified. A long
duration, good quality, comi-nercial television link from the spacecraft to
the ground and simultaneous high quality voice link are the unique features of
the CAT -Relay Ey periment. The laboratory denonstration has solidified
many operating parameters of the television relay system such as acceptable
SNR, post-detection bandwidth, group delay distortion and voice channel
quality.
11.1 PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY
The television link will provide a 50. 5 db SNR (weighted, p-p/rms)
received picture at the ground for at least 50 0,,0 of the possible ATS-i
transmission title. Installation of a threshold extension demodulator at
the ground station will provide a minimum 48 db picture for worst case link
paramet°rs. If unforeseen link degradation occurs during flight, the sys-
tem will still provide technically useable video for at least 8 db of unforeseen
link degradation. The voice link with the video will have greater than 50 db
Spk/Nrms quality at the minimum picture goals stated above. This voice
link will provide at least 70To intelligibility at 8 db unforeseen link degradation.
e
The CA -1 Relay System will provide capability for both ATS-R and USBE
metric tracking. The equipment accuracy of the System is estimated to be
be 7.5 meters in ran ,, e and 0.011 meters/second (at 1/sec sample rate) in
range rate using either ranging system. Additionally, uplink voice and data
and d ,)wnlink crew voice and 51. L kbT.s telemetry services are provided
with at least 10 db margir over ccniparable Apollo CS,1, 4 -USBE minimum
requi rements.
11.2 EQUIPMENT VERSATILITY
The proposed design of the CAT Relay equipment on the AA Cluster can be
readily upgraded to provide additional link margins. High power TWT's, larger
antennas and lower noise figure preamplifiers can be added to the system at
any reasonable tinie without major impact on the balance of the system.
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The proposed CAT Reta^ design can also be readily u; graded to pro-
vide additional link services such as color downlink television, monochrome
uplink television, emergency omni-antenna voice links, and additional corn-
Oinations of USBE subcareiers and ranging;. Direct AAC to ground
television service is also possible if desired.
The recommended ground station implen.entation will allow variation in
received bandwidths and baseband emphasis networks in orcter to provide experi-
mental optimization of the downlink.
[1. 3 UNRESOLVED DESIGN AREAS
The total NASA program to provide a qualified, operatinnl flight system
and final ground station equipment can ^e obtained with a four phase program
of which this CAT Relay Experiment Study program fulfills the initial Phase
A/B. The program phases are as follows:
Phase A/B	 Preliminary Analysis and Definition - Present Study
Phase C	 Design
Phase D	 Development/Operations
Phase E	 Vehicle Integration Support
The major unresolved system design areas at the conclusion of Phase
A/B are:
1. Design of a tumbling-attitude, omni-antenna coverage, voice link
for emergency use without switching antennas.
2. Determination of existing ground station equipment m existance and
what additional capauility is needed to support the CAT Re12y
Experiment.	 l
3. Dete rmination of exact AAP vehicle equipment locations and all elect ri-
cal, mechanical and thermal interface details.
4. Determination cf EMI, environmental, fabrication and qualification
test requirements for the flight and ground equipment.
5. Definition of a Steerable Antenna Subsystem specification and selection
of an approved flight design,. 	 i
6. Deterx-nination of the vehicle attitude accuracy performance so that anten-
na and Experiment antenna pointing accuracies can be defined.
The Phase C program is estimated to be six months long and is required
to pro-., ide firm specification and to tie down system details. The above
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unresolved design areas will be completed in Phase C and system, unit and
antenna subsystem specifications w i ll be generaced. Firm technical and cost
proposals will be prepared for all units specified and a Steerable Antenna
Subsystem subccntractor will be recommended . A preliminary antenna
design will be performed and a prototype Baseband Prc,,)-essor unit will be
designed.
An estimated t-%velve month Phase D progrann is required to fabricate
prototype units, to integrate and test a complete prototype systern and to
f	 produce and quaiify the deliverable hardware.
A prototype Control and :vionitor unit will be designed and fabricated
and prequalification tests conducted on this and the prototype Baseband Pro-
}	 cessor units. This phase will also include fabrication of the remaining
I qualification and ground equips=ent. Qualification tests will be con-
ducted on each unit including the Antenna Subsystem and the Control and
Monitor unit.
An estimated two month Phase L program will be required to provide
system and antenna subsystem support for installation and equipment ch':!ck-
out aboard the flight vehicle.
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APPENDIX A
MOTOROLA PHASED ARRAY
GONIOMETER ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM
In order to provide the full 360 0 axial scan cDveragF: about the AA Cluster
and to incorporate considerab l e flexibility into the antenna subsystem,
Motorola has investigated the possible use of a phased array goniometer
systern. The goniometer i s a beam-forming and scanning matrix: for a cir-
cular array. Its major components in; luxe a lens to accurately phast: the
signals from the elements of the array ; a diode switch matrix tca properly
connect the appropriate antenna elements and transmitter to the iens ter-
minals, and a logic and driver circuit to control the diode switche? such
that the various beam scar.nmg niocles are accomplished. A circular antenna
array operating in conjunction with the goniometer system allows 3LO 0 scan-
ning at rapid electronic scan rates. The use of proper hybrid nctworks
increases the versatility of the goneonieter to ini_ ud: functions such as ten
or more siniultaneor.s multiple t:,!,ris ( including direct ground links), mono-
pulse capabilities, and a variety of stun modes.
Motorola has developed goniornetcr systems under go.,ernment contracts
AF 30(602)-3960 and F 3000''67-C-0131. Figure A-i shows a typical
Motorola goniometer ground inst patio„ operating at a lower frequency and
wider bandwidth than the subject satellite system.
Preliminary calculations were made based on a required 30 db gain at
the subsystem input port to provide a-c-,nimunications link between the AAC
and ATS-'F for the Car Relay Experiment. Assuming a 260 inch array
diameter(Orbitinn'rti'orkshop size),- .a related air dielectric goniometer lens
must be one half that diameter. To increase the flexibility of installation of
this lens, it will be dielectricaiiv loaded with a low loss (tan b<.002) high
dielectric constant { E r 25) ceramic material to reduce its diameter to
approximately- one fifth J-e air dielectric lens diameter (2. 16 feet). Figure
A-2 shows a possible mounting position for the lens outboard of the AAC
Airlock Module. A simiiar instaliation could be provided in the AAC For-
ward Skirt area. I: is irrcportant to have the lens as close as possible to
the antenna array to red-ice cable loss and weight. Figure A-2 also shows
a possible flush mounting configuration for the antenna array which would
consist of approxirnatel ,Y, 4960 planar spiral elements. Each of these
elements is estimated to be 2.o inches square by one inch deep. Circular
polarization is recommended to insure good reception at all aspect angles.
The envisioned array would have 310 radiating groups (each consisting of
16 vertically stacked elements) around the circumference of the vehicle to
give an azimuth bean-width of approximately 1. 2 degrees. An elevation
bean width of about 6. 5 degrees would result with a single r-f phasing con-
trol at each radiating group and could be increased with multiple phasing	 i
controls located at the group level. Each radiating group requires P sep-
arate r-f connection to the lens for proper beam steering.
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The array radiation patterns were determined based on an estimate of
antenna subsystem losses. The losses include a 1.36 db loss in the lens,
3.114 db loss in the cable, 1. 5 db diode switch loss, 0.3 db dielectric loss
and an array efficiency of approximately 655o. With these tosses included,
the array gain will pe a minimum of 30 dl) at 2253 MHO. In each case
tradeoffs were made between size, wtight and r-f los-. The 'Lens loss was
based on a TEM mode of radiation by the relationship:
et lens = 27.3 VICr	 tan 6	 db per meter.
X
The cable loss was based on the fact that the cables must wrap around
the circumference of the Airlock or Forward Skirt void to reach elements
on the opposite side of the vehicle. The dielectric losses include strip'Line
transmission line to feed the elements contributing to the elevation patterns
in each radiating group.
A total weight for the system including cables, the dielectric lens,
printed circuit antennas, logic circuitry and miscellaneous is estimated to
be 238 pounds. A possible installation concept would include a subframe
mounting fixture which could be preassembled and tested and then installed
wrap around style on the vehicle over the present superstructure.
The goniometer subsystem would switch power to the proper elements
so as to provide constant illumination of the related ATS-F synchronous
satellite. A 1 to 2 db azin uth ripple is expected to result from this
goniometer antenna subsystem. This can be reduced by increasing the
azimuth beamwidth and decreasing the elevation beamwidth, however
additional elevation beam phasing and switching would be required. A
method of acquiring another synchronous satellite prior to leaving the field
of view of the one being illuminated could be easily implemented in the
system. This would provide a smooth transition with no loss in link com-
munications.
In order to achieve the desired 30 db gain, a 6.5 0 elevation beamwidth
design restriction was arbitrarily ; mposed. As recorded in Section 2 of
the text, a need for a 10 0 elevation beamwidth capabiiity exists. As mentioned
above, the subsystem can be adapted to provide 2 or 3 positions of discrete
beam scan in elevation to insure the required 10 0 coverage. Switching
diodes would be used in a striptine configuration to perform this scanning.
Motorola would be glad tc provide additional details if required on this
goniometer approach to an antenna subsystem for the CAT Relay System or
any other likely application.
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